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The launch of LAND,T has for the first tame provided the water re-
source manages and practical hydrolcgist with broad prospects for
efficient acquisition of essentially real-time data. These , are .usable
for hydrologic land use assesm ent, surfam coves classification, phy-
siographic analysis, surface water inventory, and for the extraction
Of	 cm pertinent to soil properties. This information has
value not only by and in itself. but also to construct the watershed
transfer function for hydrologic planning models aimed at estimating
peak outflow frm rainfall ipputs.
The reduction of satellite data to practical, operational information
requires a clear, easily applicable met1hodnlogy for converting these
data into quantitative hydrologic parameters.
The fundamental objective of this effort is the devel.opnent of such a
methodology and its transfer to hydrologic users. it was 'realized
that such tecbmlogy transfer could be made far more effective by the
parallel develoFmt and everntual dan=tration of the results of a
model, specifically structured to take full advantage of the capabil-
ity of LANDSAT -- for example, its frequent recurrence and consequent
ability to determine seasonal variations in the watershed's conditions.
The category of planning lubdels was chosen for development and demn-
stration because of its great practical importance in the design of
waterworks, because of the wide diffusion of such nxx s down to capil-
lary levels u7ithi.n the hierarchy of water resour ces users, and because
their implementation is relatively simpler than real-time management
-2-
models, thus making optimum use of the rezouroas available for this
effort.
Consequently, the effort tms structured along tuu major routes: the
development of a hydrologic planning medal specifically based upon
renntely sensed inputs, including its test and verification fist ex-
isting reoords; r° zd the appl.ic..':.i.on of 1LA:MSM data to supplying the
model I s quantitative parameters and ooeffipients. included was the
investigation of the use of .i. MSU data as information inputs to
a12 categories of hydrologic models requiring quantitative surface
gar tars for their affective functioning.
The effort tlruas far has consisted of tm phases, The first focused
on the definition of the "drivers" - those hydrologic processes to
which peak rumff is most sensitive - and span the synthesis of a
simple yet effective model for the estimation of long recurrence out-
flows. The results of the first phase effort were presented in the
Fizal Report, "The Application of ate Sensing to the Development
and Formulation of Hydrologic Planning N.odels," dated January, 1975. (1)
The second phase has	 ad this work to inglude the development
of a muting model for use in sensitivity analyses, and a quantita-
tive investigation of the accuracy and completeness of the hydrolo-
gic information which can be extracted fran remtely-sensed imagery.
This docunvent reports the findings and conclusions of the Phase-tm
effort: it includes a smnTtaxy of the results of the earlier work.
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MIMI OF THE FPM PHASE ZMRT
of critical concern to water resources planners ar4 engineers is the
ability to forecast peak flay
 events. The capacity to estimate the
magnitioe and dt rati.an of large-recur outflows has a significant
igmct than the accuracy of sizing and dessi gning waterworks, and thus
on their cast.
The tool available to the plarmer for these purposes is the hydrologic
model. Although tiv-- inputs of different mod-als Crary, all require sig-
nificant c atities of physiographic and hydrologic information:; these
data are typically egensJ ve to obtain and are often only partially
available. Pizeate sensing offers a new sourze of information which
f=wly had to be ac mired by less efficient means or ig mred al-
together.
The first phase Of this effort conducted from February to December
1974 addressed four pertinent topics:
1) Identification of the "dries" of peak flow events, i.e.,
the hydrologic pber=nena (infiltration, antecedent soil
moisture, etc.) to which the watershed's outflow is most
sensitive.
2) The development of a model compatible to the maximum degree
with remotely-sensed hydrologic inputs $
3) Verifi,caticn of the model for actual watersheds.
n-4-
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4) PreliminatT identification of the efficiency of remote sear
sing in detennining the paramters of the model.
1.1) Investigation of Driver Phi
The pose of this investigation was to achieves a valid statistical
-ison of the rates and magnitudes of the hydrologic processes
contributing to the xumff fran long-recurrence events. This was ac-
=rplished over a significant sample of watersheds, with wide var-
iation of climatology, terrain, arrd PhYsiography. The =rperison al-
lowed the . detenninati on of which are iuportant and which can be neg-
lected without significant Loss of accuracy,
Rain falling an o watershed is subject to several processes which ab-
stract water and govezn the flow. Whose which produce the most sig-
nificant des to flow rates and volute "drive" the basin outf1m.
Table 1 describes itm hydrologic processes; Table 2 presents the
"drivers" of each. Figure 1 synopsizes their relative contributions
to the peak event. It shnws that several processes can be tmi.tted in
the fonTulat eon of a pea9: rate model because of their Emit ed impact.
For example, the rates corresponding to anterflow, percolation, and
evapotranspiration are verb s31 c w in comparison with other processes
such as rainfall, infiltration  and overland flow. Also, interception
and depression storage b,ecom saturated early in large rainfall events.
;f
Therefore f except for very special circumstances, peak flow can be
adequately n odel.l ed by considering only precipitation, infil tratior. a`+d
surface flow - both overland and in the ch-mne s.
,EPRODUCIBM"fy OF 3`HE,
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aU'"`nW DESCRIPTIONS OF HYDROLOGIC PROCESSES
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HYDROLOGIC PROCESS DESCRIPTION
Moist-are caught and'stored on plant leaves and
Interception stems or other impermeable objects; eventually
evaporated back into the atmosphere.-
Infiltration movement of water from the surface intothe  soil.
A)	 Interflow Lateral subsurface water movement . toward. streamchannels.
Downward movemwat of water through soil to
B)	 Percolation groundwater (area where pores of soil or rock
are fYlled• with water),
C	 Base Runoff from interflow and percolation which movesunderground to the channel.rground
Evapotranspiration
Upward movement of water in gaseous state fromA)	 Evaporation the surface.
B}	 Transpiration Movement of water ',hough plants to the
w atmosphere.
Precinitation Excess
Retention of excess rainfall in surface depres-A)	 Depression
.	 Storage sions.
B}	 Surface Ylow Uninfiltrated water which flows over land
surface to stream channels. 	 !
C)	 Chanie1 Flow Flow of water in natural channels.
Total Runoff Stun of runoff from underground-processes (base
runoff}and overland flow (direct runoff).
t
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POTIIUMLY INORTANT DRI ZVERS AS REDAM TO HYDROLOGIC PROCESSES
HYDROLOGIC PROCESS PRINCIPAL DRIVERS SECONDARY DRIVERS
Slope
Roughness of Soil .^ _...
Overland Flow & Cover
Drainage Density &
Pattern
Soil Pertneability Vegetative Cover
Antecedent Soil Slope
Infiltration Moisture Water Turbidity
Soil Moisture Capes Teuperature
city
Soil Permeability
A)	 Interfl.ow Subsurface Moisture
Gradient ..".
Flow Length, Sl.opo
~~Soil Permeability
B)	 Percolation Subsurface, Moisture ..........
Gradient
Soil Depth
Evapotranspiration
Temperature Water Turbidity
A) Evaporation Antecedent Soil Wind
Moisture
Soil Permeability
Temperature Wind
Solar Radiation
B)	 Transpiration Vegetative Cover
Antecedent Soil
Moisture
Depression Storage & Depression Density Slope
Detention Cover Retention
Duration of Rainfall Evaporation Rate
Intensity of Rain-.
Interception fall
Cover Composition,
Age, Density
6
r
f
20	 24
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FIGURE I RATES OF HYDROLOGIC PROCESSES
100[ Rate cm/hr.
10	 50 Yr. rein-range over 150 EAperimaffld
Watersheds
Infiltration11fration - 11 	sl	 11	 19
A
...... Interception
Depression Storage
-----------------------------------------
.01 —---	 — --------- —
- —----------------	
Evapotranspiration
------------------ ------	
-------
-------- --------------
------------------------------------
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The set og the principal drivers of plamdng models can thus be de-
fined as sham in Table 3 which also indicates that several of the
drivers are rewtaly measurable or Liferrabl.e. The means by which
this can be acow9lished W be discsssed in chapter TV.
1.2) Development of R=te Sensing s'bdel
The fol.lmdM critexia stare followed in the structuring of a past;-rater
i0del
1) The model would be modular, to allow the user flexibility of
application.
2) The mcdel would provide the long-recurrence peak outflow rate;
development of a mil to yield the hydrograph was reserved
for a later phase of the effort.
Sensitivity analyses of the sub-;surface abstraction module were per-
fonnEd on an MI 380 Hybrid muter to determine the effects on run-
©f of tae sub-surface hydrologic drivers. soil rtmisture content and
capacity, and soil pe=eabil ity. Figures 2 and 3 emVlify two of
the commuter runs.
The peak rate model was constructed from I the following- modules:
Rain Recurrence Module; an ampirical formulation of the form
of TC'2
i =
	
	
1	 (1)(t + d) a3
where:	 i - vain rate, misec.
T - recurrenoa- period, years
t r A	 OOR
-9-
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TABLE 3
PLANNING 140DEL COMPONENTS
PROCESSES DRIVERS REMOTE SENSING
POTENTIAL
Overland Flow Slope
Surface Friction
Drainage Density 6
Pattern
Infiltration Soil. Permeabilities
Soil Moisture Capacity
Antecedent Soil
Moisture
Rainfall Regional & Seasonal,
Recurrence Statistics
f
r
a
a
y
{
%0	
. 
ULD	 Time, Hrs.
RUNOFF
WFLARGE aF	
CRDoM GRAVELLY LOAM', PRINCE GEORGE'S
COUNTY; MD-
nonth-OZM
11
♦c
FCOSYSTF-MS.,..-
I-;- -
EFFECT OF ANTECEDENT 901 L MOISTURE
CONTENT ON INFILTRATION AND RUNOFF 
^,
..ice.-.
CROOM GRAVE LLY LOAM, PRINCE GEORGE'S
	
Rate,	 COUNTY, IUD.
1 scm /hr.	 Upper Layer Depth-- 0.5m
10-4
9	 ^
$	 Initially Dry Soil- Moisture Capacity= 0.l8cm,/cry.
t
6
4 ^	 1O Year, 3 Hour Rain
f
a	 Ir
®
as	 ID	 1.5	 2.0	 2.5	 3.0
Time, bra
I Rate, cm/hr
4
I1^ 4
-	 ^ t
t
6 i	 50% Saturated Soil - Moisture Capacitor= 0.09cm /cm.
7
6	 t
4 -	 i	 50 Year, 5 Hour Rain
1	
/^^`- r 
f r.1 ^ I T	 J	 ' ^y6^^^^^gfdr	 1	 5 
t1 ' 
.^	 '
0.5	 1.0	 1.5	 20	 2.5	 3.0
Ting, hn.
FIGURE
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t = rain duration, hrs.
al , G2 , a3, d = constants, functions of location
This was used to calculate the exgucted magnitude of large re-
currence rainfalls,
Rainfall spatial Correction Module: the intruduction of a factor
to convert point rainfall to its areal equivalent for large basins.
As watershed area increases, effective rainfall must be dind n_ished.
An emirical relation, as shown in Figure a, was used for this pur-
pose•
Sub-surface Abstractions (infiltration) l+bdule: the Holtan ix-
f iltraticn equation:
I = GI • a • (Sa - 1)1.4 + if	 (2)
where: i W infiltration Fate
GI = maturity of cover index
a = average vegetative cover factor
a. = average available soil moisture
capacity
I = cmW,ative infiltration
f = saturated infiltration rate
Hol.tan' s equation was selected for use bemuse 1) it ^licitl.y in-
cludes surface observables (the a and GI factors) which are pater.
tial.l.y remotely sensible, 2) it is currently being applied over a
diverse ranee of cover and soil tl-pes so enpi.rical verification ex-
ists and 3) its results do not differ appreciably ft n those of
other widely-used f6mulati.ons .
sFIGURE 4	 WEATHER SERVICE
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Overland Flm ,7 Module.* a formulation which relates madman.* over-
land flaw rate to watershed slope, area, surface friction, channel
length and rainfall input.
3	 1
Q = 2LI	 ^a (1). (3	 0.4 - al
	
(3)
5 S 10 (3600)	 3
where:	 Q = maximitm outflow rate, m3/seCAM2
L = channel length, m
1 = length of average strip, m
n = average Manni g ' s "n's
= routing factor
=Ka, Tat
K = infiltration and spatial correction factor
T = rain recurrence interval, years
s = average slope, Wm
al' u2 ► a3 =__ constants, function of location
1.3) Verification of the Yndel
Validation of the model required testing against a set of real watersheds
possessing long-team records and representing a variety of environmental
conditions. Such a set has been developed by the U.S. Depar mnt of
Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service (ARS). From this set of
approximately 250 watersheds, 158 basins with area greater than 40 hec-
tares were selected to form the analytic sample. The fifty-year re-
currence outflow was selected as the test event. Initially, the fifty-
year event was chosen because it represented a realistic estirzate of
water resources project life and because it was consistent with the 	 -^
t
length of available records. The selection was made subject to further
verifi.catian which has been aompleted and is described in Section 3.3.
Initial venfi cation of the model was made on a s st of nine basins
selected for geographic and hydrologic diversity. A typical descrip-
tion of such a test basin appears in Figure S. The parameters necess-
ary for application of the model usre calculated fram the AR5 data. A
summary of the parameters for the test subset of nine basins is pro-
vided in Table 4.
The aamputed flow rate and the rate statistically derived from the
measurement records were compared. Cmputation of peak flaw was also
made using other models in common usage - the Rational kbxmula, the
S.C.S. model., and Cook's ecRntion - for the same watershed sample.
The results are presented in Table 5 and Figure 6. The peak-rate
model yielded estumtes within :t
	 of those derived fry
 runoff
records for seven of the nine test watersheds.
The results for two watersheds - Reynolds, Idabo, and Chickasha,
Oklahana, exceeded the ±15% accuracy bound. it appeared that these
large errors might be attributable to the " omip l_exity" of the tm
basins, both of which are caTposed of numerous sub-basins of diverse
characteristics hence requiring more ccaplex muting than i noorpora-
ted in the model. The development of the zouting module will be de-
scribed in Chapter Ill.
1.4) identification of the Rule of Remote Sensing in Hydrologic
Nbde-Ui.ng
A visual analysis was perfornied of one watershed at Chickasha, Okla =M,
from black and white, Band 5, LSAT imagexlr taken on October 20, 1973.
f
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FIGURE 5
ICI ESEL ( WACO) TEXAS ECO- 7
N
F	 J
r	 ^
^^ r
r
Area 4,3 Km 2
Slope ,021 m Irn
Length of Channel 6.6 Krn
Drainage density 1/680 m1m2
i = •05tt . l
Cover
60% Pasture
6% Small grain
3% Corn
7 % Cotton
9% Row gains
2 % Gravel 8, paved roads1 3 % Other, mostly weeds
Soil s
66 % Wilson clay loom
24% Burleson He iden clay
4iA3'a Frio clay loom
A* Crackett loam
2`Yo Burleson clay
1% Houston Black clay
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TABLE 4
PEAK ?ATE MODEL PARAMETERS
EC0
MO. LOCATION t60
MAIN
	
Ali-
II EL LENGPI
L,m
OVERLAND
FWW LENGVI
I'm,
460
MUMipliFl
i DAIi1iIUZ* VT. 4,6xd6 9314 806 2.0 .079 .12 .91
2 CO31IOCTONIO. 1.4X0 515 163 1.73 .00 .172 255 71
3 BLACIt9oun, YA. 1.4x[65 6000 167 12.1 039 .123 1.01 .62
4 OXFORD, miss. I.4XIW5 12:000 838 2.61 060 . 114 ID.8 .61
a FERi IrME, WISC. 1.4xIO'6 1&0 166 3,26 .034 .080 MO .10
6 CWKA81iA,0KLA. Ux10"G 34719 600 - 344 030 OaG .08 .68
7 WACO TEX. 2.2a1s 3286 263 3,1 •035 .021 81.6 76
8 8AFFORD, ARI 2 • 1.2x 10 3549 133 8.5 .020 020 53 .^
9 REYWAM IDAHO ?-Slid" 21451 IB9 322 .036 .176 001
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TABLE 5	 COMPARISON OF REULTFOR THE FIFTY YEAR PEAK
FLOW EVENT
1. Danvi Ile Vt.
2. Coshocton, Ohio
3. Blacksburg• Va
4. Oxford Miss.
5. Fennimore" Wisc.
6. Chickasha, Okla
7. Waco, Texas
a Safford. Ariz.
9. Reynold s, Idaho
05G w m 3/ sec/km2 
Records ECG Rational SGS Gook
Q95 0,91 4.8 2.14 5.49
I0.6 25.5 17 6 4.4 12.8
1.33 1•0I 12.7 7.5 11.	 1
11.9 10.8 73 3.1 8.4
11.8 12.5 18.8 3.5 13,1
0.88 G.08 3:3 2.9 6.
13.6 11.5 154 228 5.7
6.25 5.3 14.4 15.2.G
.. w.^ ^.., .......^..^.
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The findings of this analysis are surmiarized in the following:
1) Substantial hydrologic information can be measured f=
low resolution, single-band, black and white .imagery
from LANDSAT. The parameters identified and measured were:
surface water bodies, 'land Use Type 2 and 3 surface cover
classes, channel length, and watershed area.
2) Of particular value are seasonal. LANDSAT observations.
For exanTple, the October imagery showed the watersh ed when
vegetation density was law; this made the higher-order
streams visible. More channels could be measured from the
image than appeared on the U.S.G.S. topographic map at the
same scale. LANDSAT imagery clearly sNms that effective
drainage density varies cyclically throughout the year.
3) It became apparent that published records do not reflect
current surface cover conditions, since the watershed's
land use typically alters with time. For example, the
October 1973 LANDSAT imagery demonstrated that surface cover
had changed from that described in the latest published
data (1967).
4) Discrepancies in published data on the extent of surface
water were easily measurable. Fbr exile, same impound- 	 E
E
	
	
ments had been added to the watershed under analysis since
i
I
	
	
the U.S.G.S. map was last updated. The effect of the im-
pounLments in increasing the surface water area of the
i
watershed was clearly visible.
3
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1.5) Conclusions fmm the First Phase Effort
1. An improved model for the predicUon of peak flow events
was structured, specifically designed to take maximum ad-
vantage of the data and information stream available fran
rawte sensing.
2. The model was exercised to predict the peak runoff frann
nixie experamcntal. Agricultural Research SPA- vice water-
sheds, selected frm ammg a set of 158 fns l=umented and
well-described watersheds.
i
i
3. The predictions of the new nndel in its simplified version
were tested against:
a. The predictions f=m three of the most employed con-
temporary pl= ► i
 ng modem --^ i. e. , the Rational Fbr-
mula method, Cook's method, and the Soil Conservation
method; and,
b. The statistical recurrence analysis of the stre&n-
gage r'emrds of the mine test watersheds.
4. Tha results indicate that, within the range of applicabil-
ity of its simplified version, the model appears to be an
improvement over conventional hydrologic planning models.
5. The feasibility of extracting the model inputs and para-
meters from ramtel.y sensed information was identified
by visual analysis of IANDSAT imagery.
-23-
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APPFMCH TO THE PHASE 2 EFEL PT
The Phase 2 effort concentrated in two areas:
1) The improvement and extended verification of the planning
model, including routing.
2) The analysis of 1VS.AT imagery to determine practical proce-
dures for the extraction of quantitative hydrologic i,nforma-
tion usable in Planning Mdels.
f The first area included four tasks. in the first task, the application
of the peals-rate model to the test watersheds was extended to include a
larger, statistically significant sample. Estimation errors of the
f
large recurrence flaw event with respect to runoff records were deter-
mined; the results were compared with estimates derived from other
aommn y employed naodel.s.
The remain;ng three tasks aimed at the improvement of the model's accur-
acy by further analysis of the follmL-ig important fags:
2n the second task, the tirie-profile of the critical rainfall and
runoff statistics from the 158 ARS watershed sample were analyzed
to ascertain regional and seasonal characteristics of peak flows
and to detendne what is the "planning rain," i.e., the rainfall
which defines the critical outflow.
The third task addressed the sensitivity of overland flora to changes
of physical, basin parameters. This was assessed through amiputer
runs of a strip model.
_24-
The fourth task addressed the inclusion of "aom lex" watersheds.
A mating model Mased on remotely-sensed inputs was synthesized.
The second area consisted of three tasks:
In the first, techniaLes for extraction of hydrologic data were
analyzed.
In the second task, an investigation was undertaken to determine
the information content of each MSS Land and multi--hand canbina-
tions. IMMAT imagery frcin two test watersheds was interpreted
and mVared to topographic map ground truth to ascextain which
hydrologic features could !p identified.
The third task addressed an in-depth quantitative analysis of a
single basin frcm IMMSAT data. A Maryland watershed was selec-
ted for this analysis because of the avail&ility of recent, sea-
sonal ground truth, and also because of the watershed's rapid de-
velognent, which adds the possibility of assessing the effects of
land use changes on hydrologic properties.
The relationships of these tasks to each other and to the overall ob-
jectives are depicted in Figure 7.
i
s
r
FIGURE 7 FLOW CHART OF CURRENT EFFORT
r
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CHAPTER III
MAN= WRWICATION OF PEAK-RATE MODEL AND UEVELOPMM OF ROUTING MODEL
3.1) EKpar_ded Verification of Peak-Rate Model
Seven of the seine watersheds selected for verification in the Phase 1
effort and which yielded the bast results were essentially "simple "_
oaq?osed of a main channel without contributing sub-areas. An addi-
tional twenty-four basins satisfying these criteria were selected in
this effort. These watersheds, however, were chosen to include a wider
range of physiographic, geographic, and hydrologic characteristics.
They ranged in area from 40 to ahnut 2000 hectares.
The parameters required by the model mere computed for each watershed
as follows-.
1) Main channel length was measured with a map wheel from U.S.G.S.
topographic maps.
2) The average infiltration rate was computed by detezmining the
weighted average of the types of soil. The U.S, Soil Conser-
vation Service classifies soils in the United States with re-
spect to infiltration races in four classes, designated A, B,
C, and D, respectively. Class A denotes soils with high in-
filtration rates even when thoroughly wetted. They consist
chiefly of deep, well-to-excessively drained sands or gravels.
Glass B denotes soils with moderate infiltration rates when
thoroughly wetted. These are chiefly moderately deep to
deep, and moderately well to well-drained soils with moder-
ately fine to moderately coarse textures. Class C includes
PRECEDING PA.GL; BLAND. NOT FILMED `1
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soils having low infiltration rates when thoroughly wetted.
They consist chiefly of soils containing a layer which im-
pedes downward movement of water, or soils with moderately
fine to fine texture. Class D represents soils with very
low infiltration rates when thoroughly wetted. These soils
consist chiefly of clay soils, soils with a permanent high
water table, soils with a clay layer at or near the surface
layer and shallow soils over nearly impervious material.
An average watershed soil class was dete=ined by a=vuting
a weighted average of the above data. It was calculated by
assigning values of 1, 2, 3, and 4 to classes A, B, C, and
D, respectively. For example, for Coshocton 0194, 86% of the
soils are type C, whale 14% are type B. The averaqe class was,
then:
(0.86) ®(3) + (0.14). (2) M 2.86
Therefore, mean soil class for Coshocton is approximately C,
so the characteristics of this class were used in the model,.
Average soil class was translated to average saturated, or
final, infiltration rate by using the values for each soil
type given by H. Holtan, et. al., for the USDAHL-70 water-
shed model (2). These values are presented ilz Table 6.
The character of the soil vis-a-vis layers of soil which
constitute an -impediment to flow are used to determne the
choice of the value within the range. A low value for im-
peding layer of clay; a nAd value for loam; and a high value
for sand.
d
3
r
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'	 ^TLl3^^ON RTE FOR SOIL CLASSES
Tabl e
Soil Class	 Final Infiltration Rate Range (cm/hr)
A	 I 14 - ,76
®	 0.76-.58
C
	
0.38-.12
D	 0.12-.00
HVA IAULA	 JkiHCst'i C '^1t;7 1`Y tiY (3 E E, '1'XL'^
7
Sol I Type	 Available Storage Capacity m /€n
Sand 0.29
Sandy Loom 0.29
Loam 0.25
Clay Loam 0.22
Silty Clay 0.20
Clay 0.18
After average final infiltration rate was calculated, avail-
able water storage ees unit depth was computed. Values of
a
available storage capacity were assigned on the basis of
soil type, according to Table 7. A weighted average was
taken to determine the available storage capacity {8 a} . An
average vegetative factor (a) was computed for the watershed.
First, the distribution of cover was determined  from the
data base (for example, 11% cultivated, 58% grassland, etc..). a
Then each type of cover was assigned a value according to
Table 8. A weighted average was ccmpu4,..a aecorcUng to per-
centage of each typn  of vegetative ever in the watershed.
The input set for the Holtan enuati.on was then cmplete.
3) The average infiltration I ov.:r anima was then calculated by
the Holtan ecruation
I= C;I a (Sa - I) 1.4 + I f
4) The approximate time of concentration was camputed by applying
i
the empirical equation developed by Kerhy (3). The time of
aoncen"t_cation is the time reouired for rainfall from the most
ramte paint of basin to reach the outlet. it therefore de-
fines the minim= rainfall duration for the basin to reach
r* k outflow. The Yerby formula was used to give an initial	 R
estimate of the duration of the peak rain, subject to itera-
tive validation as described in Section 3.3. It is of the
foam:
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To ble 8
VEGETATIVE COVER FACTORS 00 FOR
NOLTAN'S EQUATION
I
r=
COVER
Fallow
Row Crops
Sma I I Grains
Hay ( legumes)
Hay ( sod )
Pasture ( bunch grass)
Temporary Pasture ( sod )
Permanent Pasture (sod)
Woods and Forests
0000 CONDIMN	 POOR CONDITION
0.30 0.10
0.20 0.10
0.30 0.20
0.40 0.20
0.60 0.40
040 0.20
0.60 0.40
1.0 0.80
1.0 0.60
Nhere: to = tim of concentration
L = distance from the most remote print in the
basin to Uo charnel, in a direction parallel
to the slope
S = slope
n = recce coefficient, according to Table 9.
51 An average surface friction factor., MaruA4g's "n" , was cal-
culated for each watershed. Values shown in Table 10 were
weighted according to the percent of the basin in each,owier
class.
ti
6) Gu mbel's Extreme Value tedmigce was applied to the flora re-
cords of the ended .sample to ompite the -fifty-year re"
cur ence flow, to be o^ ultimtely with predictions of
the sama event by the model. The formula is as follows:
Q50 = +s
Where:	 QS0 = fifty-year recurrence outflow rate
U = mean of flow records
s = standard deviation of flow records
= constant, function of the number of years of
record
Table 3.1 shows values for p, 0 and s for different recurrence
intervals.
7) Average basin slope wds computed by a weighted average of the
elopes, using the data from A.R.S. records.
--	 -	
--
Table 9
RETAR'DANCE COEFFICIENT -°y.	
KERRY''$ EQUATION
Type of Surface	 Value' of	 n
Smooth impervious surface ........................0.02
bare packed soli . . ................... . . .4. 10
Poor grass, cultivated rout crops or
moderately rough bare mace. ..........	 ..0.20
Pasture or average grass. . .. .........
	
. .-0-40
Deciduous timberland ... , .. .. ...
	 .. . 0. G0
Conifer timberland $ deciduous
timberland with deep forest
titter or dense grass ..
	 ...	 ..	 .. .. 0.80
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MANNING"S ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENT FOR OVERLAND
FLOW FOR VARIOW SURFACE TYPES
Watershed Surface Manning's "N"
Smooth Asphalt 0.013
Concrete ( Trowel Finish) 0.013
Rough Asphalt OJ 016
Concrete (Unfinished) 0.017
Smooth Earth ( Bare) 0.018
Fi rm Gravel 0.020
Cemented Rubble Masonry . 0.025
Posture ( Short Gross) 0.030
Pasture ( High Grass)
i 0.035
Cultivated Area (	 Crops) 0.035 l
Cultivated Area ( Field Crops) 0,040
Scattered Brush, Heavy Deeds 0.045
Light Brush and Trees(Winter) 0.050
Light Brush and Trees (Sumrrtw) 0A60
Derma Brush ( Winter) 0.070
Dense Brush ( Summer) 0.100
Heavy Timber 0.100
Idle Land 0.030
Grass Land 0.032
w
rVR- 0DUCBILITY OF THE
ORIGhNAL PAGE IS POOR
ECOSYSTEMS
INTERNATIONAL' - IN
{^"'". w ^pY ;sa	 t	 ¢' a+V u	 s f- • its	 :v	
CAMP	 ,	
'1	 h	 .:E
Sample
E i Ze, years
o( record
Recurrence Interval years	 -- -
--10	 20	 25	 50	 75	 100
15 1.703 2.410 2.632 3.321 3.721 4.005
20 1.625 2.302 2.517 3.179 3.553 a836 
25 1.575 2.235 2.444 3.O88 3.463 3.729
30 1.541 2.188 2.393 3.026 3.393 3.653
40 1.495 2.126 2.326 2.943 3.301 3.551
50 1.466 2.066 2.283 2.889 3.241 3.491
60 1.446 2.059 2253 2.852 3200 3.446
70 1-430 2038 2.230 2.824 3.169 3.413
75 1.423 2.029 2.220 2.812 3.155 3 4Oc}
100 1.401 1.998 2.187 2.770 3,109 3.349
w
8) The factor indicated earlier was caq=ted fxm the for-
mula
X+ k]. +	 2	 y
k33 k4.25• .
Where, k3. , k2 , k3, N are ratios of the overland to channel
parameters of surface friction factor, flow length,
flow depth and slope, respectively.
This factor is essentially the routing camponent: of the
peak rate mil in that it accounts for channel flaw in
ttte of Concentration calculations. A detailed derives
tion can he found in Reference 1.
9) Infiltration abstractions were included in..the. foam of the K
factor which reduces actual precipitation to precipitation
excess, The R teen was calculated by cmgpaxing the
rain rate occurring over the time of ooncentrat on with the
average infiltration rate for the same period,, ror example,
the rate (P) for the 50--year recurrence, tc - duration rain
in the Blacksburg watershed is ©.109 meters/hour, The in-
filtration equation, using the constants for this watershed,
derived as explained previously is:
Ix =0.72 (4.97 - 1) 1.4 }0.38
ao
For tc w .52 hours (from the Kirpich formula.), the infiltra-
tion rate will fall frm 7.1 a0w to 3.4 cm/hr, with an
,_	 y
13 FOUR
1
a
iThe K factor, thev3fore, for this case equals
y	 J, 0. 042 j
V,^ ,,^
{4r
	
.
A
,,^	
.' : 0.62
P	 0.109J•	 H ate.
In other words, for this particular rain event, and for the
Blacksburg watershed, appradmately 62% of the rainfall be-
cams runoff.
10) All model input requirements are summarized for the water-
shed sample in Table 12, it is clear that a great diver-
sity of hydrologic and physiographic conditions is repre-
sented.
34) To enable ccanpari on of results with the SCS model outlined
In Reference 4, an average 5[s curve number
 was coruputed.
Carve number values « taken from Table 13 according to
average soil group. The dung factor in choosing a
curve number is vegetative cover. A weighted average
yielded a final curare number.
Using the parameters developed above, the peak, rate model was run for
each of the 31 simple watersheds. The S.C.S. formula, Daoks model and
the Rational fonmila ware also run for the sme sample. The results
are sbmm in Table 14: and, for the peak rate model alone, in Figure
8. Mean errors for the peak rate model w ere 56% compared with 62.58,
99.2%, and 80.38, for the S.C.S., took, and Rational models, respect-
ively.
s'
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TAffTX 12
YUME REW FOUMUMTS Ra EKED NJUMHED SA14EW
( xlC5) (x1.0 5)
BASIN	 n	 L	 s	 a1	 a2	 a3	 k
	
(ml	 [in)
Oashocton 1,5 .048 700 241 .155 1.410 1.08 .15 .83 .772 1.546
Coshocton 010 -.049 869 80 .162 1.375 1.08 .15 .€33 .677 2.646
Coshocton 1092- .046 2367 209 .166 1.09 1.08 .15 .83 .561 3.275
Coshocton 094 .048 3940 232 .159 .987 1.08 .15 .83 .507 5.016
Owhoct-on 095 .050 5297 227 .169 .915 1.08 .15 .83 .470 7.077
Coshocton 1097 .051 8291 222 .172 .959 1.08 .15 .83 .494 1.1.96
Coshocton 1,194 .048 515 163 .172 1.4 1.08 .15 .83 .713 1.4
Coshoctm ri196 .051 902 13.9 .172 1.189 1.08 .15 .83 .612 3.97
Cos10i-cor! 0994 .023 17020 242 .172 1.321 1.08 .15 .83 .6180 72.0
Ic7r7a City 0140 8042 6360 149 ,103 1.053 1.178 11.51 .79 .495 19.4
Ferldmra #41 .033 1580 165 .08 1.420 1.139 .14 .78 .721 3.42
Fenrdmre 1042 .035 837 162 .05 1.524 1.139 .14 .78 .774 2.002
Hastings 056 .035 2415 78.8 .059 1.535 1.214 .172 .836 .703 12.56
Hastings 1,57 .037 1610 89.3 .061 1.751 1.214 .172 .836 .736 5.7
Hastings #58 .0353 1503 75.4 .057 1.359 1.214 .172 .836 .571 4.91
Hastings #59 .034. 14220 92.1 .053 1.171 1.214 .372 .836 .467 96.21
StiUwater #81 .032 1690 107 .073 1.916 1.404 .17 .792 .702 6.26
Waco 1083 .035 2400 218 .020 2.383 1.5 .17 .78 .817 3.287
w
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Table 13-
SOS CURVE NUMBERS
Land Use Treatment Hydrologic Hydrologic Soil group
or Cover or practice Condition
^ e c o
Row crop* Straight row poor 72 @l 8e 91
Straight row Good 67 78 85 89
Contoured Poor 70 79 84 88
Contoured Good 65 75 1 82 86
Small grain Straight row Poor 65 76 84 88
Contoured Good 61 7'3 al 84
egumes or
rotation Contoured Good 55 69 78 83
Native pasture
or range Fair 49 69 79 84
39 6 1 74
Woods . Fair 36 W 73 79
Good 25 55 70 77
Caeloaton :^-5 7.62 109 -30 39 143(3. 82) 10.6%) (18.5)
^^11,,y.^	 T	 ^^])^^,^ ^^ay,a 	'{ nA^ 'J
1
y
5
^^a. 9
(19.9) . (5.55) (15.6) (14.6)
Coshocton 1492 5,12 7
[p
35 112 so
(5.48) (6. 89) (10- 83)
 
(9. 20)
Coshocton #94 6.45
a^^-y53 -1^ 0^ 82 p^ ;17(2.02) (5.44) (11.04) ( 7 .71)
Cr.:srocton 1095 4.63 °-72 35 164 31(1,29) (6.27) (12624) (6.07)
Coshoctan 0197 4.82 -87 -22 74 -11
(	 .62) (3.74) (8.37) (4.29)
shocton 0194 10.6 141 -58 19 66
-- (25.5 (4.4) (12.6) (17.5)
0196 19.3
_
-41 -78 -41 -41
(11.3) (4.34) (11.39) (11.401
c ashcct: #994 2.69 -96 13 212 --16(,1.1) (3.04) (8.39) (2.26)
laera. City 5.93 -89 -29 139 --27
r (068) (4.20) (14.2) (4.32)
^ 11.8 10
-66 -1 10(17.5) (4.06) (11.1) (13. @)Fire OW-4 12.N 63 76 2 20(21.2) (2299) (12.7) (1566)
Ungs W-3 16.4 -86 -53 38 -40
(2.24) (7.71) (22.6) (9.87)
Hastings 1)W 5 10.5 -45 21 3 5(5.75) (12.7) (10.2) (11.0)
jHastings W-8 4,54 -81 43 99 7
__ ;. _84) (6x50) (9.05) (4.86)
rsz	 `x-13 3.57 -98  -1 1.4'2 -16(.0111) (3,55) (8.63) (2.99)
Sti..2lwatex	 -7 4 20.6 -29 -47 -50 -28(14. 6) (10.9) (10.3) (14.8)
Y^"3^0 qr 13a5 17 13
 
x^
. -87 3(15.8) (13.2) (1. 81) (13.9)
^ I-co irU 13.6 15 6
p
8 -58 13
^q
^l F. s5) (22.8) (5-7) (15.4)
d
r
a
-,	 a
3
^, a
I
TAB^H 14	 .
SUS+ 3C OF pr MM RESULTS
Rmm Q50 PEAK RATE YODEL	 S.C.S. 	 RMCNAL
CAMS=	 t" 	 r MM3. u MIMR fa ER R
m /sec. AM	 (Q50)	 NO	 (Q5o)	 (450)
StDww OF DDS, STS
rwp 050	 PR R-AM ^^ •.•^ L S.C.S. cooX d'^^"3^Fn..4IL^aALVSE^	 V	 %	 ^^+a^^yyY1 ^tiXW^
M3Jsec./o
t? E^+^g^^y^^yy
^i 11L^A^5Jt^ 'v7% EM ^^S• y ^:r^S^
	 R(Q50) (Q50) (Q50) (Q50)
wam ir}G 7.41 -94 68 -1 ^	 -25
` (.408) (7.35) (7.35) (5.54)
Waco 00-2 33.3 11 -26 -26 -19(37.05) (24.5) (24.7) (27.1)
Waco pY 23.1 17 49 -42 -10(27.06) (34.4) (13.3) (20.8)
Wam ,&Y-2 29.2 53 00 -33 -19
I (44.68) (29.1) (19.5) (23.6)
Albuquierque #W-1 6.72 55 8 21
^.. (10 .4) y 0//^^
59
(1.7) (7.23) (8.16)
ti buquex ee W-3 7.51 50 -2 79 98
(1-1.42) (7.46) (13.6) (15.1)
Safford	 1 6.25 -15 143 -20 130
(5.3) (15.2) (5.001 (14.4)rr Safford #U%-4 3.55 -52 95 141 142
(1.77) (7.10) (8.79) (8.84)
Safford #W-V 5.56 93 62 109 119(10.73) (9.02) (11.6) (12.2)
Dawille #1*-1 .95 -4 125 478 405
G 91)
--
(2.14) (5.49) (4.8)
Blacksburg 0 1 1.33 -24 464 735 855(1.01) (7.5) (11.1) (12.7)
U ford 0•-10 11.9 •-9 ^	 ! -74 -29 r-39(10.8)
	 j (3.1)
E
(8.4) (7.3)
y =54.]. at= 62.5 x= 99.2 x=80.3
a	 3&5 ct=81.8 Ct - 149.3 a =163.2
t
1
j
i..
r
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Two statistical tee were run to determine the significance of these
resu..ts far the 31 watershed savpi.e. The first tested whether the
varianna of the peat rate model was lower than the variances of She
other three; the seoa d tasted the significance of the differences
among the means. The results are a Lm narixed in Table 15.
In the first test, sagaificant differences were €st.lai.i.shed between 	 gr
Us variance of the peak rate, mcdeJ. and r1 a other m. de s.
In the sect casep sratistical differences between the moans of the 	 f
peal: rate nodel =Ll d b- spawn R)r the anok mstho'd, but not for the
other two. The computations are presented in Appendix A.
IMe results medicate that the redq ion in vari.aRlity of faxes-
cast achiaved by the paWat rate mdel i& s+.at,i,sd:.i.cal.ly significant.
Its ram: error of estimate Ears Sproved also, but within the linits
of the s ple size significance can he dem nstrated for one of the
three cases,
3.2) Investigations to Improve the Accuracy of the Peak-Rate MM
tevelopmqnt of the pa k rate RrAi-1 made appm-ent :several potential
scur_ces of forecast errors. lb Sprow, prediction accuracy, several
questions 'cate addressed:
1) Wat is the "pl.anw0c rain," ,e. what rainfall input corres-
panes to the peak flow output and what amp its temporal and
areal di stri buticns?
-45-
TAME is
STATISTICAL ANUMYSIS CF IDD, FORMkc;T MMS
1)	 C=kz	 l s !^st for Bqualitly, of Varianm
Test Hypothesis (^Ya } a	 02FM = 62SCS, Cool., Rational
Accapt a if G < .76152 (90.05)
S2	 test statistic (G)
B? Pmt Rate
	 1332.25	 -
SCS	 6691,24	 f1. B3 Reject VIC)
cbOk	 22290.49	 0.94 Reject Hsa
Rational	 26634.24	 0.93 Reject 110
H	 rejected for all	 °L-F EM peak rate -,rarfance is signi.fi-
cgnt1.i Less at 95% cmifidence level
2)	
"T" Test for Bqual.ity of k2sans
Test hypoth,?si.s (11o) '	 PEW _ "SCS
	 O^ok, Rativr al,
Accapt O if ! < 1..311.	 (t 0. 10)
si	 s	 df	 J.
rm	 54.1	 36, 5	 -p	 -
SCS	 62,5	 83.8	 41	 0.52 Accept Rio
Cook	 90.2	 149.3	 34	 1. 6-30 Raj ect o
Rational	 80.3	 163.2	 33	 1. 09 Accept Ha
moo
 o	 jected for r,.bok, rrodeJ at rap v amfidenc-P level
F
RF PRO-D uTC1BYr,17Y OF THE
^_ .. uE 1.3 ?OOH
a
2) What seasnmal and geographic factors are pertinent? Do
rainfall and runoff exhibit pmparasities to occtw during
particUar sea.=.ons in particular locations? Mat season-
ally variant conditions should be included in the =del.?
3) Mmt is the rantitatzic;e sensitivity of 3oasiri runoff to
variations 2-n surface parwmte-cs? Raw accurately does
one awed to measure slope-, friction factors, etc. to
obviate the introduction of unacceptable tears.
4) I-bw should the appropriate base se-,-area he selected?
Since values for each^, micro element of the basin are
costly to measure an pra-aticer haw should the hydrologic
pas,amaters ba ambined into an average value yielding
correct results?
The follawing four ser-tios descries each question and present the
corresponding analyses. The results fm-n these analyses will bw
inoor orated in the rmde in a siibseguunt phase of this effort,
3.2.1) Analysis of Rainfall. Characteristics
Ths recurrence foam l.a given ua 0-kapter l
a e mpgi -- (t + d) c3
is implicitly based upon the assumption that the rainfall is of con-
stant intensity throughout its period of occurrence. The reason is
that roast raingag s measure raini:al.l mass rather than rate: it is
thus practically convenient to divide the reading of the gage by the
-116-
a	
-47-	 J. :
duration. mjmtlon (1) is therefore .gin essence an i.-ttegral. equa-
tion: its L*rrect statenant should ba the fQ11CF -a ng:
V 40t idt
! whazee
V = rain mass, or vol.kme, -all.en TAU-dji the time in--
tervai .4 t#
i
i In actuality, the time behavior :3f i :S fects the a umff . It is
thearefore not surprising that, in genera', no single type of raia-a
event, causds the pest basin outflow. A fif year rear-rence run--!
off, for ^,ampl.e, can ^ produced by one intense rainfall or by a
3
series of lesser events. This fact, already iaar^icated by various
s.
researchers, wins verified for the watershed test ,sanple !YY eu -
ling the relation be^r_,_F ,  large-recurrence rainfalls and runoffs.
Ths mince inter^rca of the runoff was call :ul.atx-d tLsing the
i
Y^^i.bt^l]. plotting position technig4zp p giving a regression line
fitted through the annual runoff peaks over the pariod of remrd.
The peWcs vmre ranked frc m largest to sal.les't and the probabil-
ity of the occurrence was assigned accorcL.ng to:
_	 rtt
P n+1 
Whys P = office probability
M = Plotting rahIt (largest outflow 1)
n = years of record
A'
These points wram p3rtt:ed as shwa in Figure 9. If tha distrib -
ticn is asses=d to be normal p the regression line can he drawn by
assigning the mean di. ech e to P = O.S. The mean pus the stan-
dard deviation, assuming nornia.l.:ity, will have a P = 0.165, and the
mean flow maws the standard deviation wa.Ll have P = 0.835. Fran
this lane, the re-currenc e interval of any disdLgrge rate can b^
estimated.
The fiance interval of t- -- causative rainfall w,-s computed from
the empirical rel.atimi used in the rainfall m-odule, Equation (1) .
The values of the caeffic ants i n the equation wem calculated frm
records for each location. The profiles of the r:aimfall rate were
idmti.fied frm analysis of detailed records, of rainfall and rumff
rates and masses at tixm intervals of a feaa minutes. In several
watersheds, t ze largest~ runoff events were identified, the 0--r-res-
ponding hydrographs charL-ed, and the hyetographs of the generati rng
rainfall or rainfalls overlayed thereon. Figures 10a, b, depict
typical. ea-;vmples .
Caparisons between the profiles of related high-recurrence rain
fails and runoffs are also given in Figure 10. The conclusion is
that no easily-discernible -elation app4ars to exist between the
runoff and the mass of rain-fall of eq),al recurrence. Thus tha
selecticin of the "planning rain" is not as sample as inight ba ex-
pected. Since Obviously some assump+ miun- must ba MacLe , it is
valuable to 3mow tnw sensitive bas.-n discharge is to the ctnice of
rainfall profile for equal masses of rainfall.
r-
t
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As a first step, a computer model developed by D.E. Orton was
used to gage the effect of the Moral profile of the rain upon
the runoff. The model simulates the .runoff resultant from a
given rainfall input for a unit width "strip" of any length. A
detailed derivation of the model is contained in Feference 5.
Tea features are noted here:
1) The model accounts for several important surface variables
of watersheds, It accepts rainfall inputs of varying mag-
nitudes and temporal distrihPutions over strips which can
have variable slopes, dbnensions, and surface covers.
2) The model was previously validated with accurate results
from simulation of several hundred rainfall-runafE situa-
tions by the U.S, Army Corps of Engineers.
A series of cnputer simulations was made to assess the sensitivity
of the runoff peals to the te.rporal profile of the rainfall and to
the time of occurrence of the rainfall maximun, using parameters
typical of those of the A. R. S. %ater_shed sample. Several rainfalls
of equal volume but with the different temporal profiles shavm in
Figure 11 were simulated. The resultant runoff hydrographs are
shmm in Figure 12. A significant difference in out.floRe1 is apparent
between the constant rain and .rai.ns of triangular shape. With re-
ference to Figure 10, the large recurrence rain profiles taken from
the records tend to be triangularly shaped. It thus appears that
the triangular profile should be used.
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As regards the sensitivity to timing of the rainfall peak, Figure 12
shows that, awng the triangular rainfalls, the discharge pea]C varies
as the tim of peak rain, rising to a maximum and then falling off..
The highest discharge peak results fram rainfalls C and D. Though
special conditions, such as irregular basin shape, can alter the con-
clusion, it a^=­axs valid to assume that the planning rain should
have its maxim n occur near the midpoint of its durat?nn.
The appropriate duration can be estimated as well. Figure 12 shows
that the highest runoff rate which can ;^ expected from a rainfall
of the volume input will occur at abut minute 31. This gives an
empirical, estimate of the strip watershed's time of concentration.
Referring to Figure 13, it can be seen that the sensitivity of dis-
charge rate to oc=rrence of the peak is least in the neighborhood
of tc,- It may be concluded, then, that the rainfall must be at
least of duration t to ensure that the watershed readies its ulti--
d
mate outflcrw rate.
For the strip watershed simulated, the Kerby formula for the time
of concentration gave an estimate of t c of 33 minutes, satisfactory
for setting the planning rain duration.
T m characteristics of the planning rain are thus defined. Its tem-
poral profile-should be triangular and its duration should be equal
to the time of concentration of the basin. It remains to determine
its recurrence interval.
Figure 14 shows hs w this question can be addresse4. It presents the
rainfall rates plotted against their .respective recurrence intervals
_g5-
a	 9
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for the nine watershed sample. A marked similarity in the form of
all the curves is apparent. For recurrence periods greater than
approximately 50 years, the increase in rain rate is sm ll. This
suggests that, for recurrences greater than this value, the choice
of rainfalls is fairly insensitive. The planning rain for develop-
ment of the routing model was therefore selected as one of trian-
gular shape, with duration equal to the tuna of concentration, and
of recurrence interval. of 50 years.
3.2.2) Analysis of Seasonal Factors Affecti.nq Peak Flow Events
Watersheds are not static, but vary Ldth time due to man-made alter-
ations, and cyclically within each year because of the effect of
seasonal dbanges. The response of watersheds to rainfall inputs,
therefore, will also vary with time and season. Thus hydrologic
planning models will be most accurate if they mirror the oondi-
tions extant in the basin airing the season when the peaks are most
likely to occur. it is therefore important to ascertain whether
n=ff peaks exhibit seasonal .regularities and to identify the cri-
tical seasons for the watershed under study.
A geographically diverse sample of watersheds was selected for this
analysis, camparising 15 APS basins with records longer than 15 years.
The annual peak discharge for each basin by year and month of occurr-
ence was recorder and a chart prepared showing the probability that
an Dual peak would happen in any given month. Figure 15 exempli-
fies the findings. The analysis permits the tentative conclusion
that in the regions where peak events are dominated by surface para-
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meters, (Danville, Blacksburg) the distribution is bismdal, i.e.
flood peaks tend to occur in two di.stinct periods of the year,
typically late spring and late summer. Watersheds in transition
regions (Coshocton, Waco) exhibit a less marked seasonal tendency.
The probability of occurrence of peak flows is more equally spread
over a six to nine month interval. Those basins which are heavily
sub-surface dmdiant (Safford, Albuquerque) show single--mode di.s-
tributions. Nearly all their peak flaws occur within a three month
period in late summer.
For each sample basin the annual p?Ac discharges were ranked from
largest to smallest over the period of record. These data were
graphed to stow larger--recurrence flows at the top, and the snore
frequent events at the bottom. Figures 16, 17 and 18 show the mo-
dal effects described above. Other conclusions which can be drawn
are as follows:
1) In the suh-surface dcmixiant areas, flows occur during one
season (July-Septanber) regardless of recurrence inter-
vals. The sample contained five such basins with a total
of 125 annual, peaks: 8610 of these occurred in the inter-
val above, with most of the render in June and October.
2) Figure 19 demonstrates an effect observed in several of
the other watersheds. Though lower--recurrence flows
occur in many different months, the highest 3 or 4 flow
events are confined to about three consecutive months.
,	 i
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Since the analysis above c onsid and discharge emits of all recurr-
ences, a subsequent analysis was undertaken to chart the behavior
of the Large recurrence flaws only. Table 16 supplicis the months
of office of the four largest discharges for the selected reater-
shed sar ple.
TAM 16 FLOW RATE RD-7DMCF RW
1 2 3 4
Safford, Arizom 9Ww1 Sept. Aug. Aug. July
Safford, Arizona ^d-4 Aug. Sept, Aug. Sept.
Safford, Arizona W-5 July Aug. Aug. July
A
y
l
}b,,.uque^eo N.M. , MV^`"l. n^ ug. Sept. Ag. Juneg
L9.1'31i1.q`^e" P N.M. , V -3 C] ug. Sept.
^+
Aug. July
Hasti gs , Nebraska W-3 July May July May
Hastings, Nsbraska W-5 July Jttrte June Jttle
Ooshocbon, O. , 15 Jute Aug. June July
*Coshocton, 0. , 14f10 June Sept. July April
I%co, Teems, C March Aug. April. June
*Waco, Terms, T+-2 May June April Nov.
*Waco, Texas, Y-2 May Jtme April Sept.
*Stillvratec, 03rl.a.. , W-4 April. Oct. Maly May
Iowa. city, 3 owa July July June Aug.
Fermimore, Wi,soonsi.n, W--4 Aug. Aug. Aug. July
Those watex'sheds which sh:yaad no seasonal trend are starred. The
Cosbacb n, Waco, and Stillwater basins, as noted earlier, are in
transit-Lon reg ions and show no seasonal skaviness. 3ti the data
above it would appear that, except for transitional regions, pealc
floes tend to occur during a particular season. Therefore, the
watershed conditions  extant. in that season sl yiuld ba reflected in
the hydrologic =dal.
This hypothesis was tested further by perfo=i.ng a s#.mi.l.ar analysis
for discharge volume rather than rate. Table 17 gives the mmth of
R&pRODUCIBU,ITY 07 THE
ORI.GINpLL r j\f; ^' T I	 ^' )R
oocurren-ce of the maxiz= ftz hour discharge voluma. Again, the
fog highest events for thw pzwiod of record axe presented.
TAME 17 FW'q WLUMB REiQJ = RAM
l 2 3
Sept. Aug. Aug. Sept.
Aug. Sept. Atg. Sept.
July Aug. Aug. Aug.
Aim. Sept. Aug. Aug.
Sept. . AUg. June Aug.
MAY' June July July
June June July May
June Aug. June Maral.-I
June Sept. July knril
March Aug, April Dec.
May April. June Nov.
M y
ry
a
^wy
-Alp., ri hMarcmJuAi'./^.il May yyUlA y Oct.
July Aug. July July
Aug. July July Jan.
The starred watersheds once more exhibit a wealoar seasonal tendency.
With the exception of the Fennimore basin, the rate and volute sam-
ples are e-ie sue, disc n of the rate and volume table yields
the following info=ataon.
1) of the 60 sample points, 5VIo of the rate and volume
occur ir, the same month, and 80% occur within one month
of earn other.
Salford, Arizona, W-1
Safford, Arizona, W-4
Safford., Arizona, W-5
Alhuauezque r N.M. , W-Z
Albuquerque, N.M. , W: 3
FL-astings, Ne—braska, W^2
Hastings, Nebraslta,W -5
Cbshoctan, 0. AV5
wCoshocton, 0, 010
 'co '
 
Tams p C:
'Waco, Texas, W-2
*Waco, Texas, y..2
*Stillwater, Oka., W-4
Iowa City, 10ra
*Fennimre; Wiscmis n, W-4
2) only seven of the samples did not occur in the same season.
before, except in transitional regions, flood rates and vol =es
wit a prop iLty to occur in a particular threw month season,
typically spr=g or late stmm-x. A planning rmdel., than, will be
mre l i kel y to produc* accaptable estimates if the condition pre- 	 ` l
sent in these seasons are reflected.
ti
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302.3) Amalysis of Smsiti.vity of Runoff to Surfaca Parsers
Tim purpose of this analysis is tiofold:
1) to die Imi accurately surface characteristics must be
measured for input to modals, i.e. y uttat are acceptable
f	 i
ermrs in estimation of values of hydrologic paramefPrs.
E
2) to develop a rationale for "averaging" surface paramaters -
ij	 for stqwing the values for each point on the watershed into
scm amputationaily manageable urait.
in the first phase of this effort, sensitivity to scab-surface drivers
was analyzed via analog meter programs. This task, therefore, tasn-
tered coley upon investigation of sensitivity to surface paraaters.
The strip madel described earlier cos mployad, because it providedi
' the capability to vary all surface drivers and detean.ns changes ini
the resultant	 f£. Camputer rw s c,--re made to assess the sensi-
tivity of discharge to slopa and surface friction.
Allcmquter runs asses =istant rain. The cmbination of triangu
lar rain profiles and varying surface meters is reserved for a
subsequent phase of this effort, 2%lso, the computer rt.*'ts assumed a
strip of fixed total 1 erigth ar4 a fixed duration and intensity of
rain. Thus the results presenter hereinafter are to he considered
as indicative only. The generalization of theresults to strips of
azhi.trary length, and rains of arbitrary i.ntwnsit-y and duration is
reserved for later phases of this effort.
r
OF
1. He Effert of EIRP, r on Muff Peak: 30 rum
A series of camputer runs ware made to detexmins the effect
of various slspas typical of gal. wateershYs (0.01 - 0.20)
an both a single-pl.ana strip and a two-glare strip.
first series assumed a strip of unit width, constant sur-
face friction (n. W .05) and l,en&A (1 = 305m) and variese
slope, A constant rainfall. Q w
 Opm/hr) ryas mathematically
applied to the strip and the runolf hydrograph recorded for
slop: values of . 01, . 05, .15 and .20. The results siima
that the value of sl opa impacts thn timing of the occurr-
ence of tH discharge per, i.e., the tires of concentra-
tion, As expected, higher slopes produce a shorter tc;
this, K turn affects the design duration of the plannn ng
rainfall. Figure 20 shows, Bar example, that t1e 201 slope
produces a time of czance nt rati.on. of appxoxinately 16 min-
utes where a 51 slopa gives a t  of 20 mutes. At a gig
recurzance interval., say 50 years, and for a given regional
rainfall fonmilation, sqy ford, Mississipp a, this change
S slope resul',:s in an app=dtste decynase in peak rate of
11%. FQr the same set of assumptions, lever, a Mange in
slope fram St by the same proportion to 1.251 givisas a 38%
dacrease in peak rate. TV c aral'.aion is Wt slops must
he measured mDre critically for flatter basins (S < 5%) .
in addition e the results (Figure 20) show that the duration
of the peak is a Motion of slope, asymptotically approa-
a ing 20 minutes. As sbcon in Figure 21, for slopes lass _	 9
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gressively increasing number of straight planes. Figures
28 and 29 present the results.
The appraxinaticn of the watershed profile by a single plane
produced errors of Ain the peak rate duration. The inclu-
sion of a second _ greatly increased accuracies. Further
approxin ation did not, however, produce si gnificant in rove-
m nt. This suggests that only major changes in watershed to-
pography need to be accounted for. -Hall fluctuations (<5%)
in slope can be smoothed over without loss of accuracy.
2. The Effect of Surface Frictio i on F3znaff Peak:
The surface runoff nrdels uses Mann-g's "n" as a measure
of flow resistance due to surface roughness. overland flaw
was mac'-.lied for both the one and two plane cases with
varying surface roughness. in the single plane run, the
strip chosen was identical to that used in the slope sen-
sitivity runs. All nara^eters were held constant (slope =
.05; 1 = 305m; P = 8an/hr) while Manning's "n" was varied,
Ln = .01 to .10) representing surface covers from concrete
to heavy forest. Surface friction was found to affect
peak discharge rate as shown in Figure 30. The time of
concentration chosen for the planning rain will vary €rr:m
.9 (Graph A) to 39 minutes (Graph E) depending on the
MMI!".iisj's "n" selected. Errors in discharge resultant
from inaccurate surface friction estimation will be most
severe for low values of Manning's "n". it may be con-
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eluded then, that the more developed a watershed is, the
more critical is the quantification of surface roughness.
Further, peak duration were found to depend on surface
roughness as shown in Figure 31, Peak duration is sensi-
tive to surface r huiess principally for rrore resistive
surfaces (n > 0.04). For rural watersheds, a realistic
range of Manning's "n" is from 0.03 to 0.10. In this re-
gion, a 25% estimation error will result on the average in
about a 50% inaccuracy in runoff duration.
In the two-plane runs, the single strip was again divided
at the midpoint. Both sections were given identical slopes
and lengths, and various ca binations of "n's" wvre
modelled. The steady unifoxm rain was applied. Figures 32
through 37 show the sensitivity of the two plane model to
surface roughness. results similar to those of the single
plane simulation, were found. The impact of surface friction
measurement upon E^otimation of t c is most critical for law
values of Mann nq 1 s "n".
To elate, computer analysis has been conducted for a basin
strip of average dimension and for a typical rainfall input.
The principal findings were;
a) Duration of runoff peak is rmst sensitive to slope at
values less than about 10%• Khen slope of watersheds
are greater than 10%, an average value can be approxi-
mated. in flat basins, though, more detailed ground
t..!uth should be consulted. Via same sensitivity
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applies to esUmates of time of concentration - A-3
d
',
'	 arit`_cal region mists of the lower slopes.
b)	 Iringular watershed sl pas con be approx matad by A
straight planes where slope variations are less
ton about 51; otherwise, Bch strip should la di-
vided With the outflow of the uppermost becoming
the input to the lower, {
c)	 The :nzoff peak rate is most sensitive to surface
friction in basins with lower resistivities (n <
Q04),  while the duration of the peak is most sen-
sitive V higher friction.	 It follcaws that a re-
motely--sensed estate of surface cover nods to be
adequate enough to separate it into classes with
similar values of Nsnning's "n°',	 Referring again
to Table 11, it bscomzs patent that a rite sen-
sor should be able to separate forests from fields,
fields .fram soil, and soil from urb4n areas, for
example,
;F rt the above, the 0111wi.ng criteria  can be established for the
selection of modal. parameters
1) The rainfall. input should be of triangpl.ar shape, have dyra
L
tion equal to t a time of canaeStration, gnd be of recurr-t.
enc a equal to f z fty years. ,
1
i
i
E
I
i
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2) The model  pzxamatcars should reflect tha conditions extant
in tIa basin during the flood probable season.
3) The slope rmdule should lz particularly accurate for flat
i
basins; the surface friction factor shsvLd be difr,feran-
i
tiable among classes with large differences in Manning's
j 11	 It
a
3.3) Uevelopm-ant of Routing Ylodule
in lard Aratersheds, or in those wed of several tributa y stxeaw,
the assumption that all areas oil the basin contribute to the outflow
hydrograph simultaneously leads to errors. Th-_ hydrograph of each sub-
t:tatershsd can differ from those of its nei ghbors in terporal distribu-
tion, magnitude and duration. The overall outflow fin the basin is
the ombination of +,hese hydrographs, appropriately added to account
for the time: lag required for _nmaoff f- e,)&. tx: reacln the t.asin out-
let. Figure 33 illustrates the differences bYt l.­aen L_mple and omplex
bas ins .
Cbmpl watersheds zypi.cally ^ontr—dn more than c. pred.^ i.nant channel.
The cutf-lav) f	 F;a-04h uub--a: e i Acres not- dr auu directly irt-n the main
channel.; rather, song flows first to second any streams. The contribu-
tion of certa !— stab--areas is delayed. Figure 39 ' lllutrates t m
effect, An -effective hy&nologic mdel, accamlisbss mathmiat ical,ly
what has been done graphically in the r^ir;ure: it ougrpates the hydro-
graph of each suh- watershed or sub-gar i are ^ sums  them, according to a
time-delay (routing) funct-inn. The z ^tti. .r^ Baal can provide the
0'_ .	-
a
a
P'LTROD'UCL 3ILlTy Or' THEOl	 P,	 is POOR
^-r
FIGURE 38	
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ILLUSTRATION OF SIMPLE AND COMPLEX WATERSHEDS
COMPLEX WATERSHED
NEAR MUSCODA t WI-C.
44?
. j ,
.-I.
SIMPLE WATERSHED_
NEAR MUSCOUL, WlbC
TIME
la
FIGURE 39 SMVIM Or MLAYED MICOAPHS
water resource planner a time picture of the bnldup of the peak
flow event, whereas the simple model generally yields only its
rate.
3
The approach to developing the routing nodule of the peak-rate model
was to approximate a watershed by a series of unit strips and them
to sm tIm- hydrographs a=rdiny to a time delay function. This tech- 	 f*
niques was graphically =mmrized in Figure 39. The model ► therefore,
consists of an overland flow campoent (unit strips) and a channel
flaw ccmpment (lag time function). In line with the intent of this
effort, the model was designed to keep the computing hardware.to a
minim,,
-94-
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iRYl: Fii'
ho =	 }
average depth over the strip w -U equal the surmt=m of the
i
hs at each point divided by the total. length
«^ y
h = a	 a	 (5)LM.
^;	 h = average depth 	 -
= length between 0 and L.
1
	j ou Y-	 de
If the release of runoff at the outfall Beres to the i^tu^ng re^-
laticne then m = 5/3:
3/5	 3/5
{a)	 (L}
	
IL
	
de	 (7)
i . 3/5 
1	
8/5	 L
L
3/5	 (3)6 { ay	 _ 5/8 o
h5h = $	 (10)
	
r
o
:R
The storage of water on the strip e^*uals the average hmight times the
area:	 `
_96-
i
.	 I
Differentiating both sides yields:
ds
dh
r
d	 d	 L)	 (12)
The change in storage on the strip w1.11. also equal the inflav rate
minus the outflcrat
LiV=,t (r^- rate) x (area) = iL	 (13)	 3
r
7.49 /M0 5J3
	
outflcw Oarming release) 	 (14)
n
There :	 S = slops
n : fr^ction factor
	
1.Y1 aaw outflow	 (15)
Ercm equation
cis	 S
dh	 'i
d = dt (^ L) - Inflow - outflow	 f16)
dh5 3Therefore; 5L o 
	 1.4,r h ^..r., dt	 n	 (17)
a
orl
'dhow
8i_2.38vr—S 0/3	 (18)
at T	 n	 G
Equations (14) and (18) define the overland- flour, mzq^t of the model.
It was progm-mm ed, to run in an iterative fashion on the larger-capacity
hand cal. ators (Hewlett Padwxd X65) . A smple. ou ttttP apps in
4
Figure 40. 'fie required inputs are. -slope, surface friction - fachor,F	 1
i+	 f1m length, xind .minfall rate. The first tbree are potentially measur-e
able f= remote sens=.
I:
f'
^, .
-	
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A routing ftictian was then added so that the xmoff contribution of
3
several strips can be aacmmilated and a watershed modelled in totality.
This was acct Vli,shed by intxoduc3.ng a lag time for each strip dept	 t
i	 -di:W upon its distance frm the basin outlet, the slope and friction
of the dbamelsp and the rain rate. The particular equation anployed
i.
was taken frn Overton (Reference 5) and as of the form:
0.63
Lag Time (TL) = 5 - .. ^.-
7
,.-	 secs,)	 (15?	 r
ti 1.46
Where:	 i = rain rate, ft./sec.
n = Nanning° s "n" for the channel	 j
L = length fray outlet try strip, ft.	 `. ,i
s = chmulel slope, ft-/ft-
The output of a strip with length fr m the outlet of 100 feet, sur-
face friction factor of .05, slope of .05 and rain rate of .00007 feet
per second will have its lag time carpute3 as follms:
5
TL	
(.05) (.00007) (1000) • 67
-'
8 (.00007)	 1.49 r .05
- 506. ^. secs.
= 8.4 rdmutes
Me outflow hydrograph fran this strip, as computed by the overland
fla-7 ompment, will be delayed by 8.4 minutes -L-4 theta added to the
tdischarge of the renu n3ex of the basin to yield the overall basin hy-
drograph. Figure 41 graphicalLy depicts -this modelling process. The
cxrnplete foam of the routing model is, tharefore:
1049 ^r —s ho 5/3
Q .-	
n	
(14)	
,.
S
.4'
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t
FIGURE 41 Logging Strip Hydograpns
Pain Fate (a) = .000023 ft./sec.	 _ .000007 ro/sec.
Friction Factor (n)	 = .05
Slope (s)	 = .05
Length (L)
	
= variable
0.6
5LPG TLME = na.	 (m secs.)
8q 1.49afs
TIME DELAY FOR STRIP 1 = 2.5 minutes
SI'RIp 2 = 4.8 minutes
STRIP 3 = 6.6 minutes
STP,IP 4 = 8.0 minutes
STRIP 5 = 9.3 minutes
STRIP 6 = 10.5 minutes
STRIP 7 = 11.7 minutes
STRIP 8 = 12.7 minutes
STRIP 9 = 13.7 minutes
STRIP 10= 14.6 minutes
-10{x-
dho 8	 2.38 /'S—h 5/3
n
5 i
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The output of equation (18) will be the depth of flow at the outlet at
time = t. This value is input to equation (14) to amVute the outflow
rate{ also at ti:^P- = t. The hydrograph will be formed from the Q's
for all t's. lti,contribution to total basin disd-orge will be deteZ^-
minedr in turn, by equation (19).
Previously, sub-surface sensitivity had been exami ned with the ' ahalog
computer and surface sensitivity through the simple strip model.. A
final type of sensitivity rid a complete muting model for its an-
alysis. The sensitivity of discharge to physiographc parameters,
namely basin shape and areal distributioxi of ' rai nfall., was detennined
through the use of the newly developed mode.. .
A simulation was run to quantify the effect of watershed shape upon
peak discJarge rates. Five hypothetical basins of 400 hectare area
were modelled, each having a different shape. Figure 42 shows the
sbapes and their corresponding discharge outputs for a constant rain-
fall input. As expected, those basins with large percentages of their
total area close to the outlet produced hjg^aer discharges. The shape
factor in th).s a mple accounted for up to a, 20% difference in outflcw
plc.
The time to peak rate was also affected, though not significantly.
These findings confirm our earlier assertion that watershed shape is
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL I',^ , .	 , ,
r^
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a driver of peak flow events. Since shape is a discharge driver, a
planning model should be capable of accounting for it. The routing
model provides the capability. The watershed will be simulated by a
number of strips which can have different lengths (as well as slope
and Mmming's "n"), so any shape can he approximated.
A second simulation was performed to ascertain the sensitivity of
outflow to the areal extent of rainfall. Tb . this end, a square basin
of 440 hectares was assisted, and different rainfall rate =rb nations
applied over its area. A high (15cm/hr.) and low (7,5cn/hr.) rate
were simulated for a 30 minutes duration. The basin was divided in
thirds and the high rain was effectively moved from the outlet to the
ridge line, Figure 43 gives the results.
4	
11 k .	 I
Higher peaks accrued frm harder rains nearer the outlet. This is the
same effect observed in the shape simulation in that higher peaks re-
sult when a greater percentage of the riidn can reach the outlet quickly.
FurEher, it is possible to get a dual rather than single peak resultant
from the position of the rainfall relative to the outlet as shown in
the Figure. Though the particular ccbination of rain rates and posi-
tions which produce the maximum outflow will vary with basin size and
shape, when basins to be measured are very large or when rainfall char-
acteristically occurs only over small areas the effects of the 'Vorst
case" should be acoounted for.
2100
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Ths^ following summarizes the findings and results of the develop-
vwt of the planning model:
1) The peak rate model has been fury verified by extension
of the test sample to 31 watersheds. The results of the
model were found to be a significant lmpmvement over si-
milar camvmly-used models. Most of the model. parameters
can potentially be measured from remote sensing stations -
slope,.surface cover, and physiogxaphic measurements.
2) The analysis of rainfall characteristics and their seasonal
modifiers has allowed two conclusions. First, though no
direct relation exists between the "x" year rain and the
discharge of like recurrence, emugh evidence exists to per-
mit estimation o ! a "planning rain." The rationale for its
selection has been presented. These rains foamed the inputs
to the peak rate model and produced reasonable results.
Second, it will behoove the water resource modeller to can
sider the seasonal perturbations to rainfall-runoff phemam-
am. Individual geographic regions will have varying peak
flow characteristics. These factors provide valuable clues
to construction of the planning model data set. Satellite
remote sensing offers an improvement over conventional
sources of ground truth in this regard. Should it be deter-
mined that the model should reflect late sumr.er conditions
in a basin, for example, LA,NDSM imagery from that period
can he acquired and analyzed. The most readily available
^,"r dr
PAGE IS POOR
L "^li Al
f
yy
3  `
source of aerial photographs, on the other handy 'sees" a
z.
particular area only once every several years.
3?	 A routing =dal has been synthesized for nndelli ng of "cam-
plex" basins.
	
it offers two principal features.	 First f a
grew: deal of flexibility is provided for approximation of f
watersheds with internally variable hy&olcg3.c parameters.
r.
-^•^ The number and physical characteristics of the strips can
be tailored to closely approximate conditions extant in t-a
watershed to be ncdeUed.	 Second, ample opportunity for
i^ rerotely-sensed input is provided. 	 Slope, surface friction,
strip and cbannel dinensions are potentially measurab•1 s
2= remote sensing stations.. The ;yodel has been 5uccnss-
fully applied to assessment of the sensitivity of runoff
to basin shape and areal distribution of rainfall.
3
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.
MMHOLMIC. AMLYSTS 0r' LAMSAT n%GMM
This task included, three principal. car )nents:
1) Zn^lysis of the state of the ark of tecbniVe , for measuring
surface characteristicss of hydznlogic significance and of
their cost, luplenentation titter equipment and skil l requi e-
ments.
2) Evaluation of the specific hydrologic information content
Of the four LA":," wands and detexmination of which L a -4s
or of bands are best suited to measuA3ig each
modes, input,
'3) Quantitative hydrologic analysis of a ccuplete watershed
using MMSAT imagery and available ground truth.
4.1) Analysis of the State of the Art of Measurement of Hydrologic
Parameters frm PEwtely-Spnsed Data
This investigation focused upon measurement z:-zchodt; for those r=tely
sensible hydrologic factors of most immediate, values to watershed meal-
ling
1) Physiogranhic Basin Measurement
2) Surface C aver Identification & Classification
3) Soils Classification
The analysis could fs carried to significant depth thanks to the simul-
taneous wrail ability of an effort sponsored by Goddard. Space Flight
1	 PB,ECIDIlNG PAGE BLAND{ NOT FAMED
3
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Centerr Dr. Vincent Salcrmnsonr MSS--20567, "User Requirements and
User Acceptance of Current and Next-Generation Satellite Mission
aril Sensor C.amplementr oriented Toward the Mcaitoring of [Nate, Re--
sources," of Decanter, 1975, with which the burden of this research
was shared..
4.1* 1} Measurement of Physiographic Basin Parameters f=m Remotely
Sensed Data
Various physiographic measurements which serve ,as direct inputs to hy-
drologic models are possible from I MMM imagery: the measurement
of watershed area, overland flow lengths, drainage density; and the
•.
estimation of channel dimensions.
Watershed areas are defined by the ridge line, i.e., the contour with-
sin which all rainfall drains to the saw outflncw paint. In regions
where relief is prcimuncedr ridge lines can be directly discerned from
aerial photojraphy or satellite imagery. ire slopes are not so steep,
topographic and slope maps are valuable intexpretive aids. With the
bour4axy delineated, area can be measured with a pl.animeter or caLLbra*
teal. grid. Flaw lengths can also be directly measured. The watershed's
shaper which has been sham in this effort to be one of the drivers of
discharge, can also be discerned.
Figure 44 illustrates the method for the definition of the watershed
area. The Est set of ,images demnstrates how the ridge lines
can be identified from pronounced relief. Shown is a western California
watershed of 72£320 hectares. The left-hand image shows that a signifi-
cant contrast exists betmen the northeastern (light) and southwstern
f4.
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FIGURE 44 EELINEATION OF WATERSHED AREA 	 RhTRODUCEBILITY OF THE
FROM 17-JMLY SENSED DATA	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
LANDSAT BAND 5	 Monterey, California
June 1972	 1:1,000,000 Scale
LANDSAT BAND 5	 LaCrosse, Wisconsin
June 1973	 1:400,000 Scale (approx.)
P(dark) slopes of the steep ridges comprising the basin boundary. In
the right-hand image, a contour is drawn around the ridge line de-
fined by the reflectance difference. The area can then be measured
by overlaying a calibrated grid and counting the divisions within the
line$
The lower pair of irages mows an area where slopes are less than 10%,
so that relief is not apparent. What is apparent, Yowever, are sev-
eral. streams, each with associated drainage structure. The streams
appear dank in the Band 5 Image while the land shows up light. By
following the streams visually it can be determined which ones drain
to the same point, thereby app=d ately defining the watershed. The
boundary location can be refined by interpolating the distance be-
tween streams which drain away fact each other. The line on the right
hand lower image was drawn by dividing the distance between streams in
half. This approximation of the ridge line resulted in area measure-
ment a ors of order 5% or less.
it is possible to dete=iane physiographic data from LANDSAT imagery
to an accuracy omrpas.able to that available from medium-scale maps,
?igure 45 shows a section o.' an u.5.G.S. 1:250, 040 scale topographic
rr^.p of an ARS test watershed at (luckasha, Okla. The elevation con-
tours give the altitude of points around the central stream. By
connecting the points of highest elevation, the watershed boundary
can be obtained. The area of the basin was measured by planimeter
frm the map to be 54,857 hectares.
FIGURE 45 Comparison of LANDSAT Imagery and Topographi c Map forDetermination of Watershed Boundary and Area
I
r
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The lac par illustzation is a ZMDSM image enlarged four tiTws. to match
the soale -of the topograpac map. This watershed is relatively flat,
so ridge lines could not be relied up= to define area. The boundaty
was instead datenAned by using the drainWe divide and vegetation
Mmde dbanges as guides. The watershed .area. was vmsurated by a polar-
planimter to be 56,470, a 3% ovexestimate. with respect to the topograr
pbic map.
Should the appxWriate clues not be present, t1p satellite image can
be p=jected onto a topograplac, map and aligned using identifiable
features (=ads, lakes) as larAmr2ts. The ridge line deriv^d,from
the tope map can then be transferred to the Image.
The length of cbamels affects the ratio of overland to channel flaw.
etmmilnes theTheir particular arranganent umthin the watershed cd
amount of tine that precipitation spends nmnarig over the land versus
in the chamel l and therefore the lag time involved in txax^nitting
flow to the basin outlet. The 'length of the channels is 'a variable
entering the c=putation of basin tame of concentration in certain
hydxolagic models. in others, drainage pattern, alzd density are com-
pared with basin area to develop tnv-- delay histogram for overland
flow, because it detennines the lag time for the oontribution of each
watarshed sub•area to reach the outf1cw po=t. Watersheds with
higher &-atinage densities have more chmmel length rx-z =t area and,
thereforer water will travel a shorter distance overland before rear
daing a stream; Since channel flow is generally faster than surface
flow, a watershed with high drainage density will reach its outflow
pe&% quicker. than one of equal area with a lower ratio.
t
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Figure 45 denmtxates the Importance, of drainage density in hydzo-
logic phm=rwwna. The upper image is a 400 square mile seaman of
Band 5 IAWMM imager plotographically enlarged approxizately 2.5
times. It shms a nor of watersheds with a high ratio of stream
length to unit area. Stuns appear light and Land smface dark.
A representative drainage density for the area is app=xiziately l
kil craster per square Xilameter. The exact value for each basin can
be measured by first determining basin area as earlier described
and then computing stream length wiedn the area with a map wheel
or similar measuring device.
The lower Image is an area of like dimensions fz= a higher and
.	 drier location. it is apparent that mph mare surface area per unit
stream length exists in this watershed than in the previous image.
stream length was measured by map wheel from the image to be 210
kil^cnteters. Drainage density here is approx L matel y 1 kilometer per
5 square kilcneters.
Figure 47 dexonstrates the utility of the several LA=W bands for
measuring chaimel parmetiers. The images show a Minnesota watershed
as seen in each band. To measure total stream l ength r best results
are adbieved using Bmids 4 and S ?
 
because higher order (smaller)
streams are visible which cannot be seen in the other bands. on the
other handr to measure channel. width, Sands 5 and 7 are preferable
because the contrast betmen the stream and the surrounding vegeta-
tion is much improved. The main channel is particularly visible,
appearing light amongst darker vegetation.
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HIGH DENSITY DENDRITIC PATTERN
COLBY, WISCONSIN ; MSS 5
JUNE 1973
1:400;000 Scale (approx.)
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LOW DENSITY DENDRITIC PATTERN
NEAR TOPEKA, KANSAS ; MSS 4
JULY 1973
1:400,000 Scale (approx.)
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DELINEATION OF DRAINAGE PATTERN AND MEASUREMENT
OF DRAINAGE DENSITY FROM REMOTE SENSING IMAGERY
FIGURE 47	 USE OF MULTIBAND IMAGERY IN IDENTIFICATION
DRAINAGE PATTERN AND DENSITY
ROCHESTER, MINNESOTA	 SCALE I: 350,000 (approx.)
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4.1.2) YRasurawmt and Classification of Surface Cover f3= Remotely
Sensed I=magery
The type and distribution of surface cover influence the friction en-
countered by precipitation excess vftUe running overland. Scail type#
another surface parameter, has more impact upon subsurface processes.
Vi getaticn and land use can be classified remotely in sufficient de-
tail to permit the assigun mt of quantitative hydrologic values.
This wi1.l be demonstrated later in the report. The classification of
sails is more difficult, havever, because in many rases the soils
.::a=t be seen due to vegetation cover.
t	 •
IWmkVic Rlann ng models typically divide watersheds i=nto zones with
similar vegetative cbaraaterzstics, or, , alternatively average the vege-
tation factors across a catcYar nt and utilize a "lunped" parameter.
Zbreover, vpaetatian class and density are used as indicators of water
retention and infiltration.
Figure 48 indicates the ability of IAMSAT imagery to de^e=i.ne diff-
erent vegetative cover an the watershed as carpared width oth er ground
truth sources, The upper photo indicates a section of 1:24, 000 (ori-
ginal scale) USGS topographic quadrangle incl uding the ARS test water-
shed in Blacksburg, Virginia. I n the lower aerial pbo to (original
scale 1.45,0001 the field structure and hydrologic land use is readily
apparent and with liu ted ground truth can be successfully interpreted.
Field structure can be Mewi.se interpreted from the LSAT image.
Bate particularly the odd-shaped field near the center of the aerial
and satellite photos, Classification from LAWSAT data will generally
y
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FIGURE 48
U.S.G.S. Topographic Map
Scale 1:24,000
Aerial Photograph
Scale 1:45,000
(approx.)
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reTitm some ground truthr such as aerial. imagexy, ' for correlating
the surface covercl ass and reflectance level. Figure 49 illustrai'
tes the procedure for incorporating the lP=AT-derived data into
eranventional. hydrologic models. Once the watershed is partitioned
`•	 i i
{	 into hydrologically distinct classes such as rac+r crops t fallow,
forest, impervious etc., the appropriate hydrologic par.-maters can
be ascribed to the individual. subwatersheds.
The technique is illustrated for a hypotheti cal watershed for tree
i	 important parematers; M ring's "n' : , which is a measure of the 3nri,
i pedance of the watershed to overland flow: kIoltan's "a", which is a
mw =
.
e of the ilfil.trati cn potential of the watershed; and the SOS
curve number f idAch is directly used to cletermi ne the fraction of a
given rainfall event which appearrs as direat runoff.
4.1; 3) remote Classification. of Soils
Hydrologic =dells typically group soil into h=cgeneous hydrologic
classes of different permeabillties, porosities, etc. Areal. extent
of soil type is used to determume infiltration rate and potential
moisture content. Soil pewability, porosity, and conductivity
serve as inputs to the infiltration and evapotranspiration ocmpo-
rents of the models.
Soils classification must In many cases rely upon inference rather
than direct measurarent since the soils are often obscured by vege-
tative cover, . Soil association must typically be inferred frost
knowledge of the sur£icial. vegetation. Some interpretation is pos-
sible directly from the imagery since soil wetness affects photo-
'aJ
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-FIGURE 49
ASSIGNMENT OF HYDROLOGIC PARAMETERS fO
VEGETATION CLASS
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VALUES OF HYDROLOGIC PARAMETERS
MANNING'S "N" HOLTAN'S "A" SCS CURVE	 NUMBER
SMOOT14 ASPHALT 0.013 FALLOW 0.10-0.30 ROW CROP
CONCRETE (TROWEL FINISH) 0.013 RAW CROPS 0.10-0.20 (STRAIGHT) 67-91
ROUGH ASPHALT 0.016 SM. GRAINS 0.20-0.301 (CONTOUR) 65-88
CONCRETE (UNFINISHED) 0.017 HAY (LEGUMES) 0.20.0.40
0.40-0.60
1
SM. GRAIN
SMOOTH EARTH (BARE) 0.018 HAY (SOD) (STRAIGHT) 65.88
FIRM GRAVEL 0.020 PASTURE (CONTOUR) 61-84
CEMENTER RUBBLE MASONRY 0.026 )bunch grass) LEGUMES OR
PASTURE 0.030-0.035 TEMPORARY ROTATION
CULTIVATED AREA 0.036-0,040 PASTURE (SOD) 0.40-0.60 NATIVE PAS-
SCATTERED BRUSH, HEAVY WEEDS 0.045 PERMANENT 0.60-1.0 TURF OR	 39-84
LIGHT BRUSH &TREES O.WO-0.060 PASTURE" (SOD) RANGE
DENSE BRUSH 0.070-0.100 WOODS ft FORFSTS 0.80-1.0 WOODS	 25-79
HEAVY TIMBER 0.100
IDLE LAND 0.030
GRASSLAND 0.032
S
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graphic darkness in MSS Band 7. Ancillary data such as vegetationi
type, geographic location, slope and proximity to water bodies fa-
cilitates classification and mensuration.
Figure 50 sk=is a section of the SCS Soil survey for Marshall County,
Mississippi. The survey provides a map of general soil associations
and an acre-by-acre county-wide soil classification. The figure de-
picts the soil association map: it alone is generally marg inal for
hyd o1ogio mc&elli nq since hydrologic parwneters vary zaide33 y within
a soil association.
The lower figure is a LMOM Band 7 image of the same area taken
August 1973. Tne differences in shade allow broad soil association
classification. A clear co-respondence exists between reflectance
in the image and soil association as sham in the SCS maps. A&Ii-
tional detail useful in finer classification, is however not .readily
apparent. Therefore, in models not specifically designed for ramte
sensing input, additional ground truth, such as t-a soil survey, is
required to assign values to subsurface inputs.
4.2} Specific Hydrologic Analyses of SAT lt,.agery
4.2.1} Coral Principles
The objective of this task was to detemi.ne the extent to whim in-
formation directly applicable to hydmlogic models can be gleaned
frm the satellite data. The task consisted of an assessment of the
in ormtion content of the MSS bands and of the quantitative hydro-
logic analysis of selected test basins, specifically:
REPRODUCIBILITY OF TIT
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
Soil Conservation Service -c)il
Association Map
Scale 1: 190,000
LANDSAT Band 7
	 August 1973
Scale 1: 190,000	 (approx.)
FIGURE 50	 Photointerpretation of Remote Sensing' Imagery
for Soil Classification
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l) the identification of hydrologic features of watersheds,
namely, stresm courses, forest cover t surface water and
Viable areas.
2) The assigmtent of two quantitative parameters used in the
routing model, for the two basins - Manni.ngs' "n" and
F.oltan's t'a",
The effort focused upon mcLraction of the pertinent information by
relatively simple, low-cost, visual methods, employing black and
white Landsat rmcjezr, Though more sophisticated techniques such
as	 xterw-aided analysis have yielded good results, Emsystems^
fmdl.iarity with mull users =d cateLs that the benefits frCM re-
motely-.sensed data vnll be realized earlier if simple ynt adequate	 .
irfoxmation-extraction procedures can be identified.
The previous task indicated that at least a miniuel Level of ground
truth greatly facilitates the i.nterptetation of remote imagery, be-
cause it assists in establ.i.shing a correlation between surface ob-
servables and reflectance levels. The degree of availability of
such ground truth data is not the same everywhere. Topographic maps ►
soil surveys f and aerial photography can be obtained for laxge areas
of the U.S. often, homver, all three do not exist simultaneously
for particular watersheds. in spite of this unevenness of coverage,
even limited ground truth is valuable. Therefore, the capability
of superimposing Iandsat imagery onto ground truth data at the same
scale is of major importance to successful extraction of hydrologic
pararmeters t
(fiy
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Tea accomplish this function, an image viewing system was assembled,
capaUe: of p=jecU- mg single or multi.-band WWAT imagery onto a
work surface. The satellite imagery was magnified up to forty times
	 t	 y
and could be traced or overl.ay'ed upon ground truth maps or photo-
graphs. The system developed is a low-cost, highly reliable visual,	 i
analysis tool of the type readily accessible to practicing hydrolo-
gists.
4.2.2) Analysis of Hydrologic Information Content of 3"SAT Bands
Two of the ARS experimental watersheds were selected for visual pho-
toanterpretation of LANDSM images. Those chose the Thorne Creels
basin near Bllacksburg, Virginia, and watershed W--10 near Cord,
Mississippi W were singled out due to the availability of adequate
ground truth in the fonn of topographic maps, soil surveys and aer-
ial photography. These aids were applied to verify the interpreta-
tion from LMDSAT imagery.
The same methodology was used for both basins. Using the projec-
tion device, the imagery in each band was overlayed on a topographic
i
map upon which the basin boundary had been drawn. The LANDSAT wt-
age was matched its scale, position and orientation to the map using
pre i ent physical. features (roads, rivers, etc.) as reference
points. once matched, selected portions of the TANDSAT image we3e	 a
visually ocaared to the ground truth to establish "training satrt -
pies" of reflectance correspondences. Next, the ground truth was
reamaved, and the photointerpretexs attempted to identify all sur-
face features and to measure those regiuri.ng quantification.
l!
4.2.2.1) Analysis of the Blacksburg Watershed
.I
t
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Figure 51 reproduces an aerial photograph of the Blacksburg water-
shed at the scale of approximately 1:60,000. The basin is 1235
hectares in area; it contains primarily agricultural fields, plus
	
9
small stands of forest. Urbanization is insignificant. The fol-
lowing describes the results of the photointerpretation in each
e
IMMSAT band, and compares the detail discernible in LANDSAT imagery
to that available in other sources.
Hand 7 (0.8 -- 1.1 lure)
a. Surface Water - The Blacksburg watershed contains no standing
water areas of significant size. The IANDSAT scene in which
it appears cbes contain a large (ti1,000' width) raver: this
was readily discernible and used to al ign the imagery with
the ground truth map.
b. Streanr-otu ses - Without the topo map, identification of small
streams was extrmely difficult. When the LAN X9AT image was
overlayed on the map, some stream patterns became more appar-
ent - approximately 20% of the streams in the watershed were
detectable.
c. 4egetation - Vegetative detail is not ,readily detectable in
Band 7. Agricultural fields could not be delineated. Most
vegetation appeared a uniform gray shade. Correspondence
with topo map infotmation was fair. 55 hectares of land
were identified as forest, whereas 71 are reported in the
topo snap.
n L
FIGURE 51	 AERIAL AND LANDSAT IMAGES OF BLACKSBURG WATERSHED
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH
Scale: 1:60,000 (aPPVOx.)
LANDSAT BAND 5
26 OCTOBER,1973 Scale: 1:125,000 (approx.)
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a. Surface Water - The large raver in the scene was visible,
though not quite as dark as in Band 7. This river again was
used to align the imagery.
Sand 6 (0.7 - 0.6 tun)
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d. ale Areas -- The only impenmable areas readily iderr-
tifiable were roads. Primary four lane highways appeared
dark, secondary roads were partially visible. Some railroad
right of way could be seen. Approximately 25% of total high-
way miles could be seen.	 r
b. Streamcourses - No streams could be discerned within the
watershed without the aid of the topographic map. Gwen
overlayed, however, approximately 20% of total stream length	
3
could be identified, appearing a slightly darker gray than
their surroundings.
C. j eq^ etat: on - The more heavily vegetated areas of the water-
shed appeared darker in Band 6, though forest could be iden-
tified positively only with the aid of the topo map. Forest
area was estimated by planameter at 56 his from the im-
ages and 71 froan the tcpo map.
d. Roadcourse - With the topo map overlayed, approximately 35
of total highway length could be rmasured. Roads appeared
dark in Band 6 e- they could also be identified by shape.
na. Surface Water ^ The large river was visible in Hand 5: con-
trast was not as goad as in Bands 6 or 7. Visibility was
sufficient to use the river for alignwnt, however,
b. Stre^se ^ With the image projected on the map, more
strem=urse became visible in Band 5 than frcm the prece-
ding two bands. Approximately 22% could be measured vis-
1. ily.
c. Veetaticn ^ Band 5 appears to offer the most vegetative de-
tail, Color ranges from dark to very light and some field
shapes are distinyuisbable. forest area was measured by
planimeter as 52 hectares.
d. Foadcourse - Road detail was minimal without the ground
truth. Contrast is not as goad as it is in areas where
roads are out through forests. When overl.ayed, though, the
image revealed sections of primary road. Approximately
5494 meters of the 12,505 meters present could be discerned.
Hand 4 t0.5 - . 0.6 ^tm)
.	 ti.
a. Surface Water ^ Surface water is obscured in Sand 4. The
large river was only faintly visible and could not be used
to locate the watershed.
b. 5treamcourse - No streams could be measured even with the
topo map as reference. 	 s
i
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c. Vegetation -° Vegetative detail is significantly worse than
in Band 5. Most cover classes appear an almost unii.foxm
gray shade, with a few fields having high reflectance. One
such field could be located and correlated to a ground truth
aexial photo. Ebrest acreage was not measurable.
d. Roadcourse - Only occasional, sections of road could be seen
and only in ccobuzation with the topo map. Though two seo^-
tions were used to align tI-P- map, no significant quantita-
tive measureients could be taken.
4.2.2.2} Analysis of the oxford Watershed
Fiore 52 shows the Oxford, Mississippi, test basin. The watershed con-
sists of 2227 hectares in north central Mississippi. The land is law-
lying, characterized by a preponderance of forest cover with scare open
fields and no urbanization.
Band 7 (0.8 - 1.1 gym)
a. Surface Water - According to the 1970 USGS maps and the
ASGS aerial photography, the watershed contains 105 ponds.
Of these, 22 are larger than 1 acre in area. In IFmSAT
Band 7, 11 Fonds were visible, ranging frann 1.25 to 8.0 acres.
49% of the total stanching water area was visible, The visi-
bility of the water bodies was not directly related to the
size of the water bodies, i.e., smies ponds of area 1 to 2
acres were clearly discernible while other larger ones were
mt. Distinctively shaped ponds were successfully used to
align the IRMSAT imagery and the topo map.
FIGURE 5 2	 AERIAL AND L*WAT IMAGES OF OXFORD WATERSHED
RZpRODLCPAGE IS POOR
UkIGINAL PA
LANDSAT IMAGE 8-21-73
BALD 5 SCALE 1:60,000(a:
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH	 11-22-7
SCALE	 1: 0,000
.--i
t1i fi^
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b. Strem=urse - damns per se were wt visible, but the
strem=urse could be a dnti-fa ed from the di fferemas in
vegetative ccver associated with the water route. Wide
areas a- and strews appeared light, but dial not follow
the total length of the streams. It was possible to Mear
sure lo t 370 meters of stye urse out of a total of
20 f283 meters. Drainage density was wt measurable on
Band 7. Stre n=urse contrast was valuable in aligning
the Band 7 imagery to the map.
c.	 etati-on coarse vegetation detail was visible on Sand
7. It was deter ned fr= aerial, pbotographs that the
foxes t cover appeared a medium dray uftUe less l vily
vegetated areas were much lighter. Ctly two gray shads
could be easily separated by visual analysis. -'he oorres-
pondence between forested areas on the TVWM images and
the map was generally good but not exact. The borders be-
tween forests and non-forests matched imperfectly.  Forests
cmprised 1730 hectares on the LANDSM images and 1321 hea-
tares on the map.
d. o^.wableae The only ;+ab7.e areas clearly visi-
ble were the larger roadbeds, Visibility of roadways in
Band 7 was zininal. - no quantitative measures could be made.
Land 6 (0.7 0.8 gym}
at Surface Mater Sm-te ponds were visible on Band 6 but con
txast was poorer. Six pond were identified raring fin
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1.25 to 8.0 acres. These six were a subset of those identi-
fied in Band 7, i.e. , five of tt a intennedi.ate size ponds
were obscured. These six pods represented 41% of total sur-
face water area.
b. Stream==se - The appearance of streamourses on Band 6 was
similar to Band 7, but the • amount of detail visible was m -
duced. General contrast was slightly poorer than that of
Band 7. 8450 meters out of 20283 meters total streanxourse
were measurable. The streams themselves were not visible,
though a canal apprmd rarely 50 Feet wide was identified.
In Band 6 the strea=urses and ponds were used to align
the image.
c. ! emotion - Porest and n=-forested areas were visible..
although agreanent with the map was imperfect. The heavily
vegetated areas were basically a single shade of gray. The
detail was slightly batter than in Band 7. Forest area was
estimated from Band 6 as 1704 hectares, a 29% discrepancy
with respect to the USGS map.
d. m^esn le Are,-.3 Bcadcourses were far more apparent in
Band 6 than in Hand 7. The roads in the scene are of secon-
dary and tertiary size. The roads themselves were not visi-
ble but tY-- contrast between forest and clearing around the
3
road was apparent. Approximately 50% of the ridge lines
i'
corresponding to the path of the roads was visible. 7320
mfrs of a total of 12810 meters of roads were identified.
3
I'
1..
ry
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Band 5 (4.6 - 0.7 um}
a. Surface Water M Surface water was invisible on Band 5. No
ponds could be identified.
b. StxemTcourse - The strex=urse in &end 5 was presented less
contrast than in either Sand 6 or Band 7. it was more diffi-
cult to locate the basin since streams and ponds were mt
satisfactory guides. Though the contrast: was severly reduced,
mare streamcourse was visible than in Hand 6 and Band 7, once
j the imagery had been. registered. w th the map. Band 5 pmjrided
an impzoved estutate of total channel length over either bands
6or7.
c. Vey 	 - Subs a di fferencrs i n vegetative cover were
apparent, Forests were darker than fields, but greater dif-
ferentiation was possible within the forest class. In this
respect more detail as present than is given in the map, and
the correspondence of forest: area is greater.
d. RMermeabl.e Areas .. Roadc curses have high reflectance in
Band 5 and contrast is marked. Tertiary roads are visible to
a great extent, and were used to al.i.gn the watershed imagery.
Without the roads, location of the watershed would have been
extremely difficult. lappxoximately 80% of the ridge-line
corresponding to rmclaours es was disoernible.
Bard 4 (0.5
a. Surface Water - No standing water was visible in Band 4.
1
i
y
F	 raj
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b. Strewcourse - st:vzr=urses were lighter than forest but
contrast eras not as sharp as in Bands 6 and 7. About 6%
of total stxemwoursa was detectable in Band 4.
C. jEt t Lion - Overall contrast is poorer than Bands St 6,
or 7. Light and cl=k correspondence with ground truth was
sbalar to Bands 6 a 7 1 but visibility was severly inhi-
bited. Ebrest area, therefore, was not measured in Band 4.
dt TMg22ale Areas -
 Smote but not all se0mulaW and tertiary
roads were visible in Band 4. Total length visible Was
visible was 10 F 980 m-sters. roadcourses appear light and
were used to align the imagery, but contrast is much worse
than in E=d 5. About 30% of the ridge line corresponding
to roadcourse was clear.
in additlanal analysis, the Photointexpreter took a single surface
chaacacteristic - forested area - and attzq*.ed to quantify it in
bands 5 and 7 and in tio multi-band ombinations. The forested areas
were mapped and subsequently omTared to ground truth data (USGS topo-
graphic map) to check classification accuracies. Figures 53a through
a depict Tops of forested areas constructed from Landsat :bm9ery by
4.1 the ralectance levels of the bands. It is clear thatUti zi tI	 Band
7 greatly ovwestimtes forest area. This is consistent w-Lth the
sizigle band analyses presented earlier. Band 5 can differentiate
wre datell am=q surface covers and therefore yields a better esti-
mate. Satisfactory results (15.1% inventory exxor) also cam from
the intersection of Bands 5 and 7.
F',ypR0DTjC,jBjLjTY OF THE
p4JCW L PAGE IS POORA
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
FIGURE 53 REMOTE CLAS-KFICATION OF FORESTED AREA
OXFORD, MISS., WATERSHED
I^
•	
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Table 1.8 presents the and ssion and cc mission errors calculated
fr= the forest area estimates. In the inventory made (errors cal-
culated by taking the difference between observed and actual areas
and dividing the result by actual. area), Band 5 yielded an exxor of
only 1%.
t
	
4.2.2.3) Conclusions fram the Analyses
jTable 19 suTiarizes the findings made on the Oxford and Blacksburg
watersheds. The following conclusions can be made regarding the re-
l.at.0m: value of each band limited, of course, to the examples ana-
lyzed.
l) Band 7 appears to be best for i . ratification and measurement
of surface water area. This is because of the very low re-
flectance of standing water in the G.8 - 1.1 gm range and
oarsequent high contrast with its surroundings. Though m
significant urbanization exists in either basin, analysis of
the remainder of the IMDSAT some showed Band 7 to be good
also for identification of urban land use.
2) Band 5 offers much more information about vegetation than the
other bands. 'mere vegetative cover typically appears only
as one or two shades of gray in other bands, Band 5 often
yields twice that number.
#	 3) The infoxmati .on dex' .vabl.e frm Hand 6 is correlated with that
1	 -
of Band 7; likewise, Band 4 is correlated with Band 5. in
both cases, the detail in the former has proven inferior.
Barad 4, bowever, was found useful in the mgt of road-
courses,
173o Ha.. 1309 Ha. 1123 Ha. 1912 Ha.
5.1%(81 Ha,) 9.3%(123 Ha) 2.89(37 Ha)
2.1%(28 Ha)
31.1%
Ou Ha.) 21.2%(281 Ha) .18.9%(250 Ha) 38.3%t506 Ha)
31% 1.01% 15.1% 44.5%
I
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TABLE 18
i
FOHHST/VF xETATIVE AREA COMPARISON	 =`
Band 7	 Band 5	 Intersection	 Union
5&7	 5&7
'btal Area
IL*asured
Omiss; on
Errrir
ComTdssion
Error
Inventory
Mode Error
STREAMCOURSE
	
FOREST	 ROADCOURSE	 SURFACE WATER
VISIBLE (ft.)	 VISIBLE (Ac.)
	
VISIBLE (it.)
	 VISIBLE (Ac.)
Blacksburg Oxford .;..Blacksburg Oxford Blacksburg' Oxford Blacks-
a
Oxford
10,000 1792 x 36,000 0 0
14 0 000 36,000 129 3232 18,000 12,000 0 0
12,000 28,000 138 4210 14,000 24,000 0 33
12,000 34',000 135 4273 10,000 0 0 39
58000 163,000 175 3265 41,000 42,000 0 80
TABLE 20 COMPARISON OF HYDROLOGIC PARAMETERS ESTIMATED FROM LANDSAT TO THOSE
ESTPi=ED FROM GROUND TRUTH DATA
Holtan's hart Manning, s rtntt
Va. Miss. Va. Miss.
BAND 4
.59 .053
BAND 5 ,42 .75 .033 .071
BAND 6 .43 .86 .033 .084
BAND 7 .43 .87 .033 .084
BAND 5 & 7 «- .70 -- .065
MAP .44 .76 .034 .072
A.R.S.
RECORDS'.
.42
.56 .039 .060
* No quantitative measurement possible
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The final. step of the analysis was aimed at dete=dning the accuracy
of the measurements of Mmudng's "n" and I4altan's "au fret LAN 3M
imgexy. These two parameters were fist compubstA frM the AFS re-
cords. The two coefficients were calculated from the information ex-
tracted frcm each band. ' For the Bl acltsbuxg watershed, the hest esti-
mate came frcm Band 5, though it was only rcarginally better than the
values obtained frtml the other bands. 'All estimates are satisfactory
for modelling ptx-poses. The best single band for tl—_ Word watershed
was Band 4: the Band 5 and 7 intersection.was an improvement over
other single-}and figures. Results are given in Table 24.
The overall_ conclusion is that suite each band pmvides an information
intent, the stmt of the information present in each should be applied
to detexmi ni,.ng the model's parameters. This can be ac=aplished by an--
alysis of each band individually, as was done for the oxford and Blacks-
burg basins, or by cwpositing the information into a "synergistic" im-
age, as will be described in the next section.
4.3) Quantitative Hydrologic Analysis of 1ANDSAT Imagery
The results of the preliminary visual analysis of the Blacksburg and
oxford watersheds were sufficiently prcmising as to warrant its ex-
tension to a retailed study of a third basin, possessing high-quality
runt ground truth. The objective was to determine how many surf .-me
features could be identified and measured; to assess the accuracies
REPRODUCIBILITY GF THE
ORIGINAL WAGE IS PooR
achievable in areal measu amnt in the inventory and land use medes;
and to ascertain the hydrologic infoamatxon content of = gposite im-
agery. The Muddy Branch Creek in Montgomery County, Maryland, was
selected for this study, for the following reasons
1) A set of =Ati-tenrporal ground truth is available in the form
of high-altitude color infrared aerial photographs of high	 g
quality. These were obtained through the cooperation of the
Maryland Department of State Planning, The photography was
taken within two wnths of the 11WS,AT pass analyzed.
2) Soil Surveys and 1:24,000 scale tolxographi.c maps are avail.
able.
37 The watershed is gaged.
11 • 4) The watershed is sufficiently large approximately 5000 hec-
tares - to contain a variety of land uses, thus presenting a
good test of the rewte sensing capability to identify a di-
verse set of surface covers.
5) tither local studies of this watershed for other purposes are
available: thus a good inventory exists of physiographic and
hydrologic data.
6) 7ha watershed is rapidly urbanizing and subject, to frequent
Flooding, resulting in high monetary losses.
7) The -basin is sufficiently close to permit detailed on site
visual examination if r-qu_ired.
f	 A	 i
X1,40-	
i	 •• ^.
s
Figure 54 ,shows a map of the Muddy Branch watershed. The surface cover 	 g1
contains fields and meads, some of which are cultivated, and some fallow,
plus other several land uses. The areas innediately adjacent to the
main stremn are predominantly forested. The northeastern end of the 	 a
watershed contains part of the city of Gathersburg and therefore, re-
sidenti.sl and industrial land uses. Several lakes are present, ragging
fr= one-half to approxunately 5 hectares in area. Figure 55 is an
aerial photograph showing the location of these surface covers.
The two bands containing the most hydrologic information, MSS 5 and 7,
were first analyzed individually: the accuracies of measurement of im-
pori+ant hydrologic parameters frcn Landsat imagery were determined by
«:
capparison with the accuracy achievable frommt aerial photography. The 	 -	 5
analysis technique was visual. Thirty-five millimeter sections con- 	
a
taining the Muddy Branch Watershed were cut out of LANIDSAT 9" X 911
ages, suitably mounted and projected by means of the device described
earlier. "Training" eorxespc n'exices between surface cover and visible
color were established; the basin was then classified using only the
Landsat imagery. The findings of the photoanterpreters are presented
following.
Baud 7 (0.8 - 1.1 um) Black & White
Vegetation detail was not good. Contrast among vegetated areas was low.
Forests and fields were a rimedimun shade of gray with fc;:-es s arp! xiv.
only slightly darker. Thus, forested area was generally overestimarced,
similar to what had occurred for the oxford basin. The photointerpre-
ter measured the forest area by planimeter to be 2591 hectares, as eamr
Source. Storm,Water Management---A Comprehensive Study of the
Muddy Branch & Seneca Creek Watersheds, Cornell,
Howlind, Hayes & Merryfield, Clair A. Hill & Associates,
April, 1975,
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FIGURE 5 5	 CLASSIFICATION OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY GROUND TRUTH
MUDDY BRANCH WATERSHED
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i
pared with 1519 measured fram the aerial photographs.
	
Band 7 is much
i
better suited for identifying and measuring surface water.	 Forty-one
lakes are present in the watershed. 	 Eleven could be seen easily;
two more were discernible whan the topographic map was overt ayed.
These thiri:een, comprise 67% of the total surface water. 	 Roads were r
•
. not particularly visible on Band 7. 	 A major interstate highway which M
traverses the watershed could be seen, as could a second major artery:
no others were visible,	 Streamcourse visibility was minimal and could
be identified only with the aid of the topographic map.	 When over-
layed, 5490 maters of stream curse out of a total of 79,300 were dis-
cerned.
Band 5 (0.6 -- 0.7 gym) Black & White
The river banks of the Potcmac River which appears within the scene
containing Muddy Branch Creek were mt sharp. 	 Impermeable areas -
standing water and urbanization were also depressed. 	 No lakes or
ponds could be seen.
	
only the large interstate highway was visible.
Conversely, vegetation detail was substantial, 	 It was possible to
P	 more accurately differentiate between fields and forested areas. 	 Area
was measured by planimter to be 1703 hectares, a overestimate
j	 with respect to ground truth. 	 Differences in vegetative shade could F
j
be used to delineate certain other physical features of the watershed.
Power line cuts could be easily seen; as could the location of a
E	 building situated in a small cleared area. 	 5treamcourses per se could
not be c?isce=ed, but were apparent insofar as they were correlated to
j	 forested aireas,
i
ji
rh
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Single-band analysis of Muddy Branch thus produced results congruent
with the earlier findings; Band 7 is most useful for identification
of surface water and urban uses while Band 5 is most suited to vege-
tation classification.
Multi-band Lmactery Analvsis	 ^ =
Multi-band images were prepared for analysis using a diazo processor.
IMSAT 9" X 9" black and white images were transferred to a sheet of
transparent film and encoded in shades of a single color. A Band 5
image, for example, was reproduced in shades of magenta. Band 4 and
7 diazo immages were produced in yellow and cyan, respectively. This
color canbination places the individual images 120 degrees apart on
a
the "color wheel" and thereby heightens the contrast and readability
l
of the composite.
The individual transparencies of the three bands were then acmbitxed
intu a layered sandwich. The .images were registered using the re-
ference marks available on the Landsat imagery. Teats with call
brated test sheets demonstrated registration errors to be signifi-
cantly less than a pixel. The advantages of thus producing diazo
canposites were found to be:
l) The information contained in all the spectral bands is
rude visible simultaneously.
2) It is well.-known that the eye is more amenable to separa-
tionl of color than of shades of gray. In fact, the addi-
tion of color provides a marked improver nt in visual
a
i
t
Y
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analysis over black and white images. The three primary hues
combine in the = posite to produce a large nuTh r of distin-
guishable colors.
3) The diazo films can be developed and combined to stress diff-
erent colors and shadings. This permits the interpreter to
"tune" the caqposite images to accent the contrast of desired
features. For example, a cm-pbsite with a dark magenta ca yt-
ponent in Band 5 obscures vegetation contrast, but heightens
surface water visibility.
4) The process is very inexpensive, A four-color composite can
be generated for a total cost of approxirrately $1.00.
A slide-size section containing the watershed was cut out from the cam:-
posate and projected as previously described.
ThP first ccm}posite analyzed was made from LANASAT images taken in
October, 1873. The ground truth aerophotos were taken in December,
1973 at a scale of 1:130,000. Five distinct land uses could be sep-
erated: forests, fields, lakes, bare soil, and urban areas. The
LMMAT camposi.te was visually interpreted and thematic maps pre-
pared for each cover class. Description of the analysis and acctitr-
r, .A"
;k.
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hectares from the LANDSM composite versus 1292 fran the aerial photo.
This estimate of forested area is significantly better than that obr-
tamed from single-band imagery.
F15
on the aerial photograph, cropped and non-crapped fields were d s-
crmninable; an the LSAT composite the agricultural areas were too	 i
similar to ordinary meadcws to be separable from these. Fields could
usually be separated easily fr+cgn forests due to their lighter red-
orange shade. Scmie of the boundaries between fields and forests or
bare- soil wee unclear and had to be estimated. Area of fields was 	 {
a
measured as 2852 hectares frcan the LAMSM imagery, a 6% underesti-
mate Wired with aerial photoground t , at'h.
LASS
StandLng surface water showed the best contrast with its surroundings
and was therefore the most easily identifiable surface element. Lakes
down to an area of appxoximately one acre were visible, though all
lakes extant in the basin could not be identified frarn the LANDSAT cmrr-
posite. Surface water appeared almost black in the composite and was
typically surrounded by orange fields, illustrating the value of con-
trast for identification and mensuration. Percent total surface water
area was overestimated slightly fpm the LANDSAT imagery due to the
dominance of border pixels in the law Band 7 reflectance of water.
^t
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BAIM SOIL
In the aerial photograph, land without vegetative cover showed up white.
In the TA=AT color ca posite, areas identified as bare soil presented
two distinct colorations. Ybst areas appeared Light blue: some dis-
played a much darker blue coloration. The reason for t:,is difference
is not cmpletely clear; it appears that moisture content could be
causing the effect. Both light and dark blue areas were sued in cmi-
putixng bare soil area. 575 hectares acres were measured from the CCM-
posite versus 547 fran the aerial.
TOv distinct shades were visible for developed urban areas. Same lo--
cations appeared pinkish while others were bluish. Both t ypes were
less uniform in color (i.e,, appeared mottled) than any other cover
class: this factor allowed their separation and identification. From
the aerial photo, the type of urbanization (residential versus non re-
sidential) could be seen and a correlation was attempted between land
use and color. Though the relation dial not always hold, there appeared
to exist a correspondence between color intensity of development.
Large-lot residential areas contain vegetation (and therefore appear
pinkish) than more crowded sites possessing a less amount of natural
surface toner, Total urban area was measured to be 557 hectares fracn
the LAND,SAT camposi.te and 649 hectares from the aerial.
Figure 56 is 
*
a black and white reproduction of the October L NDM
coqposite. The lower graphic presents a sumiation of the thematic
i
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maps produced for each cover class. The areal extent of each land use
was measured by overlaying a calibrated grid and counting the sgLeres
included in the particular cover class. The number of sores was then
converted to hares and err ors calculated. Sane areas had earlier
been estimated with a planimter, however, it was found that the grid
technique produced =m)ensurate accuracies while reducing analysis
tom. The results obtained in the inventory wde are reported in Table
21. They were calculated by subtracting actual area f= neasured area
and dividing by actual area, The errors shown, therefore, represent
differences in areal measurement rather than in location. Table 22 pre-
cents the results in the land use mode. As expected, these correspon-
ding errors (area corre& ly classified mines actual area, divided by
actual area) are higher than the inventory errors. However, in most hy-
drologic models, the parameter used is the percent of a watershed in
each surface cover class: the inventory mode errors apply in this case.
Table 23 presents a breakdom of errors by category, des, for exam-
9
ple, were most often cm fused with fields. This was rot due to their
F
t
Raving similar reflectance characteristics, but rather to the fact that
the border between the two was unclear. The lakes supplied very low
j	 reflectance and therefore dcard hated the border pixels. This led to
confusion with the surrounding fields and consequent overestimation,
I
Forest, field, urban and soil combinations exhibited similar behavior.
Though their color shades in the =nposites were easily distinguishable, 	
k
the boundaries were not as sharp as in the aerial photography. For e.%-
i.
a
ample, two forested areas separated by a small tract of fields tend to
i	 be classified as all forest.,
f
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IMNTOR.Y MODE
Urban
AREA
LANDUS,AT
1,376 acres
% OF
WATERSHED
11
AREA
AERIAL
1,604 acres
% OF
WATERSHED
INVENTORY
ERROR
- 14%12
4	 Forest 3,068 acres 24 acres ^ 23 ^
1
_	 -	 4%
Lakes 74 acres 1 72 acres
1,352 acres
+	 3%
sail 1,420 acres 11 10 +	 5%
Fields 7,044 acres 54 7,480 acres 55 +	 6%
f	 f.
WM USE MDE FAR nP.S - MUDDY BRANCH BASIN
LAND USE MODE
COMMISSION OMISSION LAND USE
ACRES ACRES ERROR
Urban
Area 156
614
472 - 24%
Forest 778 - 23%
28Lakes 22 16
Bare
Soil 684 546 - 46%
-	 20%Fields 1,088 1,548
i
TAME 23
ANALYSIS OF CLASSIFICATION EMRS
AERIAL
(Hectares)
LANASAT--1
(Hectares) LANDSAT--1:	 HECTARES CLASSIFIED AS:
LAKES
(a)
SOIL
(b)
URBAN
(c)
FOREST
(d)
FIELDS
(e)
SUM
(a+b+c+d+e)
LAKES 27 28 - 1 0.3 1 11 14
SOIL 421 428 0 -- 8 40 122 170
URBAN 614 480 0 7 - 46 136 190
FOREST 1231 1245 2 17 33 -- 164 216
FIELDS 2186 2246 16 228 65 174 -- 483
a
t
N
t
1
k
t ..^ -x 3
a.
4r
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The percent areal carpasition of each class of cover of the Muddy
Branch watershed was amputed frm the aerial photography and Fran the
XMDSAT analysis, Table 21 shows that the largest difference between
J
	
the two was one percent.
^' a
Manning's "n" and Holtan's "a" were again calculated an the basis of
ISAT and grouted truth data. Table 24 depicts the findings:
TABLE 24
a
_t
	
LANDsAT	 AERIAL GROUND
COWOSITE	 Tiu"
sE	 Planning's "n"	 0.037	 0.037
11oltan's "a" * 	 0.489	 0.480
* for non-urban areas only
The color omposite clearly gave results equal to those of the aerial
ground truth. The accuracies achievable froan LMDSAT in the assign-
ment of hydrologic parameters were found to be quite satisfactory.
:k	The quantitative  analysis of LAMM imagery for Muddy Branch water-
shed demonstrates that accuracies sufficient for hydrologic modelling
cL i be obtained through relatively sinpl.e visual meads. It was fur-
th etennined from the investigation of the Oxford and Blacksburg
watershed that two factors can amprove classification results:
1) The quality of the data used as ground truth is important.
The aerial photographs used for the Muddy Branch analysis
were more recent, and therefore more reliable, than was the
map data applied in the Oxford and Blacksburg investigation.	 i 9
9
}
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aCHAPTER V
SUMAM OF FI INGS AND CONCLUSIONS
Three tasks were undertaken in this effort: 1) the validation of the
peak-rate model. on an expanded set of watersheds, 2? the development
of a routing model for complex basins, and 3? tYis- quantitative hydro-
logic analysis of MMM imagery. The findings and results are de-
scribed in the following.
5.1} Expanded Validation of the Peak rate Mcbdel
.A. thirty-one watershed sample was selected with significant geographic
and hydrolo§ic diversity, The prediction supplied by the model was
tested on. each, and the output cmpared to the records and to forecasts
ry
f
carputed by using three other conventional glamiang models. 	 The rite
sensimg model gave improved variability and accuracies earuensurate to
` the other three models,	 Izan errors for the remote sensing model were
a
approximately 50%. 	 The ranote-sensing model in its current implemen
tation applies to "simple" basins - composed of a single predominant
channel	 and devoid of significant sub-basins.
Additicrzally, some potential sources of modelling error were identi-
fied and -therefore a number of pertinent questions were addressed.
First, the "planning rain" had to be defined.	 Subsequent analysesi
led to the conclusion that this rain could be best approxunated by one
x` of triangular shape, having a duration approximately equal to the time
of ooncentration-of the basin and having a recurrence of approximately
r
fifty-years,	 5econdr seasonal characteristics of peal: floSa pher=iena
were investigated to ascertain what impacts they might have an a model.
,
yam,.• y}iZl I^
.
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it was discovered that different geographic regions exhibit varying
seasonal p=perta es, but that, within a region the characteristics
are similar. 'Whose basins Located in subsurface-dcminated areas,
for exanple, sbcxv a propensity to produce peak discharge in a two to
throe month period in late simmer hence requiring increased satell-
ite ommrage during this period. The model., therefore, should mea-
sure the physiographi.c (drainage density) and hydrologic (surface
cover, soil . moisture, etc.) conditions which exist in the critical
season. Finally, sensitivities of surface parameters were examined.
It was shown that the runoff rates were sensitive to slope primarily
at low slopes. Further, it was found that sensitivity to surface
function requires that a remote sensor be able to classify surface
cover into categories with similar values of Manni.ng's "n".
5.2) Development of a lbuting Model
The need for a mode1 to treat "camttplex" basins was identified above.
A model was developed which approximates the watershed by a series
of strips, each having its own set of surface and rainfall para-
meters, The output of these strips is summed using a simple tame
d slay function which accounts for the length of overland flow and
the hydrologic characteristics of the cannel. The omplete model
was applied to analysis of the sensitivity of =ioff to basin slope
and areal extent of rainfall.. It was discovered that both are sig-
nificant ana sbould be provided for by the planning model.. The
routing model, met these cri:ux-ri a and also those of high rarote sen-
sing input pottmtial and camputational simplicity.
REPRODUCMILITY OF THE
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5.3) Hydrologic Analysis of LANDSAT Tmagery
The final task was aimed at using remote sensing directly to deter-
mine hydrologic information content of the LANDSAT bands and to at-
atmpt to sigAy extract the necessary hydrologic data. Initially,
the Oxford and Blacksburg test basins were examined. It was found
that information sufficient to determine several of the important
inputs to the model could be determined from L.ANDSAT data using re-
latively uncomplicated visual techniques. Moreover, it was deter-
mined that single bands contain useful but different data and hypo-
thesized that a composite image could optimize the information value.
This hypothesis was confirmed through irr--depth analysis of the Muddy
Branch basin. Surface features of the watershed were identified,
measured, and checked against aerial photographs ground truth. The
results shcFRed inventory errors to be well within acceptable limits
for modelling and useful for direct computation of model parameters.
}
APPENDIX A
a
STATISTIC hL ANALYSIS OF FORECxLST MWR IWR7V MERr
A set of tests was run 4o determine if the observed iroemr,.nts were
statistically significant, The procedure to be used is to first es-
tablish the equality or inequality of variances among the four models
and given these results, to determine the significance of the differ-
.a+
	
	 ence among the means, First, the Cochran test for equality of vai
ante was perfo med to test the null hypothesis that
22
'peak rate - aSCS, Cook, Rational
i
against the alternative that the variances are unequal.
The approLariate statistic is as follows:
G w largest Si t
E S^2
i =1
Where:	 G = test statistic nunber
Si = sable variance of ith sample
k = number of treatments (equal to 2 in this case
si.nca the models were tested in pairs)
The process for cabling the variances of the peak rate and S.C.S.
models is given below.
S2 = 61691.24scs
Speak rate - 1,332.25
^.
i
6,691.24
G 8,023. 55 - 0•83
The table value of G at the 95% confidence level is 0.7657.
Gtest 
> Gtable
The null hypothesis for the peak rate and SCS fo=ul.as can therefore be
rejected, thus accepting the alternative hypothesis,
"Sc' > apeal" rate
S"l.arly, the equality of variance of the peal: rate and Cook's model was
tested.
	
Speak rate	 1,332.25
5aoks = 22,290.49
22,290.49
	
G	
23,622.,10 = 0.94
Gtest > Gtable ( µ 0.7057 at 95% confidence level)
,°o vie reject the null h1rpathesi8, and conclude that
2	 2
ap°ak gate cCbaks
Further, the inequality of variances between peak rate and Rational was
established
Sack rate - 1, 3 3t . L 5
SRational. = 26,634.24
	
G M 27,966.49	 0.9'
S^5 , Pi^ •?, F^
Gtest , Gtable We rejected the null Y,^^pc^ +:hpsis imm favor of the alter-
native hypothesis, and conclude that
?	 , 2
peat: rate mat icanal
All the above analyses enahie us to conclude that the variance of the
peak rate del is less than the varianc e s of the other rmdel.s. The
reduction of variance observed is th ea,.refoxe statistically significant
at the 950 C.Cnfidence. l@vP_,
Knawing that the variances betweem the p^ rate model arzd the other
three are not equal defines the appropriate test for equality of the
means. in this series, the peak rate model was tested individually
against~ the three other models for significance of difference between
the means. The test statistic used was
I
X^ w" X2
T----- - ------2	 2Sl	 2
.._ —
2	 nl
T = test statistic
xl 2 W mean errors of the two test swpl.es
i	 2
I	 S12 S2'" = variances of the sample.
nl , n2 = nu-d i Of eac-b 4a^m1F:
s
In the first test., the ,eak ra ge 	 p z(-- l with the SCE for-
mula:
xp^ rate = 54.1	 :^  - 62.
a^
T	 62. 5	 54.16fi91.24 + 1,332.25
31.
The riumber of degrees of {:reedm Were m9('Tmted hIY the -JEOM. ula
	
S. 2 512	 2
n,	 n2
	
v=- —	 1 = 4:1.49
52	
6-1
nl -
	 + n2 .i171 	-	 I12
42 degrees of freedom
The value of the table statistic at the 90% oDnfidence le'Vel for 42
degrees of freedom is .less than 1. 311
OTC, Ttest tt- me
The hypothesis of equal.itV of means must therefore he accepted shows ng
the peak rate model. errors to h-- e.jlai to U° ,^ :ACS noel.
	The second test cmnpared the x	 rate and Cook zseDdels.
x^k - 99.2
S2(bQk = 22, 290.49
^S	 9
f
Y 4
Iy the sate equation as previously give:
T - 1.63
v = 34
The table value of tQ,lQ at 31 degrees of freedom is less than 1.311
Ttest y tO.0,5 o°^ jlejec-t tkie null hypothesis and con-
clude that the mean peak rate imdel erm r is significantly less than
that of the Cook formula.
Finally, the pack rate mdel was (-,,xnpaTn-d with the Ration&l formda.
	
'P,ational	 86 .7'
S2Rat ional 26,634.24
nRati.onal _ 31 r'
Therefore,
T = 1. 09
	
V	 33
The significance of error. improv nt could not be established at thi
confidencee level .
s
_
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23) -"The Use of Analog and Digital Computers in Hydrology," Praceedizlgs
of the Tucson Symposium, International Hyduological. Decade, UNESCOP
1969.
Floods & FloadiMg
1) Magnitude and k'x	 o	 of Floods im the U. S. , U. S. G. S. , 1964. 
Part 2-A -- South Atlantic Slope Basins, Janes-River to Swan--
nah River;
Part 2--B r- South Atlantic Slope and Eastern Gulf of Mexico Basins,
Ogeachee River to Pearl River; .
Part 3-A - Ohio River Basin Except Oberland and Tennessee River
Basins;
Part 3-B	 Cmnbarlancl and Tennessee River Basins;
Part S - Hudson Bay and upper Mississippi River Basins;
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Part G -A -- Missouri River Basin above Sioux City, Ioma;
Part G -B - "Assouri River Basam below Sioux City, Iowa;
Part 7 - Lmer Mississippi River Basin;
Part 8 ^ Westem Gulf of Mexdc:o Basins;
Part 9 - Colorado Waver Basin;
Part 10 - She Great Basin;
Part 11 - Pacific Slope Basins in California - (Vol. 1 -
Coastal. Basins South of the Klamath Rivas Basin &
Cants1 Val.l.ey Drainage from the test)
Part 11 - Pacific Slop Baste in California - (Vol. 2 - Klarcr-
ath and South River Basins and Central Valley Drain-
age from the Fast);
f	 '
Part 13 - &mke River Basin
2)	 "Estimation of 100 Year Flood Magnitudes at Ungaged Sites," C.H.
Hardison, U.S.G,S., Water Resources Div., 1973.
3)
	 of	 tical Flood	 cesn the Mi.ssissi.
River Basin, Hydranstaorclogi.cal Report No. 35, Dept. of Ca-erce,
Mather Bureau, December 1959,
4) Met^lcac icai criteria Fbr Extreme Floods For Four Basins in the
Tennessee and Cmd)eerland Raver Watersheds, I-D^^rological
Report No. 47, Dept, of Ca coerce, National Oceanic and Atmm*beric
Aftin ,stration, July 1971.
5) Arizona Floods of S
	
5 and 6 1970 0 Natural. Disaster Sur.-
vey Deport 70-2, Dept, of Cammerce, National. Oceanic and Atmcs-	 }
pheric • Administration, July 1971.
5) Black Hills Flood of June 9e 1972 1, Natural, Disaster Survey Report
72-1, Dept, of Cbmerce, National. Oceanic and Atmospheric Admire-
;	 istration, August 1972.
i
i
7) Baltimore gLunty Hydraulic De-sLM Dbnnual., Baltimore 0a. , as1c3 ,
8) Atone Arundel Com-Ly Hyxlraulic Desi !La ua1, Arne -ArLmdel U 1. ,
Maxylmd.
9) The Missouri Riven Basin g9prehensive F'ramemrk Stud o Missouri
Basin Mter-Agency C mittee, Vol. 1-7, fir. 1971.
10) "Mver P=ff Theoxy and Analysis," D.L. Sokolovskii, Eavirornentnl
Science Services Pmdnistration, Dept. of Circe, 1971.
11) "Suggested Criteria for Hydrologic Design of Storm-Drainage Frac.il.--
ities in the San Francisco Bay Region California," Dept. of the
Interior, Gr-^Zogical Survey, Water Pasources Division, Novas er
24, 1971.
12) National. Atlas of the United, States of America, Dept. of the. inter-
ior, Geological Survey, 1970.
13) "A Cbncept for infiltration Estimates in Watershed Engineering,"
H. Holtan, A.gricul.tural. Research Service, U.S.D .A. , 1961.
14) "Derivation of an Bmiatior of Infiltration," H.J. Nbte_1--8ertoUx
and J. Khan] i, Water Pasourc:es Research, August 1974.
15) "Systematic T eatnsnt of Infiltration With 1p .l i.cat iaaas ." P.J.
iorel-Seytoux, nivi
m
merltal . Resources Center, Oolarado State Ua t °-
Al
ersity Ppapoxt No. 50, June 1973•
s
16) Anwtated Bibl.iogra ?hY on 1iv&,o1S,x2y and Sedimentatio^-i 19f,6--i.9G g r	 `	 9
U.S. and Canada., Joint Bulletin ACS. 10, Mater- Resources
'	 for Soil. C kmsery Lion Service U. S . D.A.
17) Handbook of RPlied NyrlMloq llm Te Chm, it^Graw-Hill lt) k:
1964,
1$)	 C7arit1el. Rom CKFr V^'31 '	 C1{74Vr MZdW i].11€^£siS ^7. r ?r",).
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7) T`ne National. River and Flood Ebrecast and TnT 	Service - (A
Plan for MnpOff ) , Dapt. of Om nerve, Weather Bureau, D,ecad=,
1969.
8) „Floe-braAnalyses and C uta ions," EMineering & Design.
Comas of Engineers, U.S. "my, 31 Aug. 59.
9) "Generalized Skew Coefficients of Amnal Floods in the U.S. and
Thar Application," C.H. Hardison, U.S.G.S., 1974.
10) "Iniplicit Dynamic Routing of Floods and Surges in the Lower Miss--
issippi," D.L. Fread, for presentation at A.G.U. Spring Maetinge
1974.
"Estimation of Maximum Floods," World Meteorological Organization,
Reprinted in 1972.
U) ItForecasting of Heavy Rains and Floods," World Meteorological Or-
ganization, 1970.
13) "Floods and Their Cariputation," Proceedings of the Leningrad syal-
posi.timt, Volume le August, 1967 - UNESCD-M:"
xolc^gy & Hydroimic Processes
1) Water Atlas of the United States, Water lnfo=ation Centex, 1973.
2) The Water FncXgl	 i a, D.K. 7bdd, Water Information Center, 1970.
3) The Nation's Water Resources, U.S. Water Resources Council., 1968.
9) Water Publications of State Agencies, Water Information Center,^w
1972.
5) xesentative and	 Research Basins in the United
States, International Hydrological Decade, 1969.
6) Water Resource laevellrnt in Maryland, U.S. Army Carps of Eng-
ineers, North Atlantic Division, 1973.
11)
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19) Int oduation to ,diy^ , Vie-mmm, Harbauh & Knapp, 3_rnt-exf. B,;.
ucational Publishers, 1972.
20) "Time of Concentration for Overland Flaw,” W.S. Ferby, Civil. r7z:l
inRRaM
 March 1959 ? p. 60
Watershed Sample
1) "Rk=esentative and Experimental Basins," C. Toebes and V. Ouryvaev,
eds., International Hydrological Decade, MSCO, 1970.
2) "MM12gic Data foriment:al baricultural Watersheds in the
U.S,, 1956 -- 1967, Misc. Publications No. 1252, 1226, 1216, 1194,
1-64, 1070, 904, & 945, Agricultural Research Service, U.S.D.A.
3) Monthly Precipitation and Rmmoff for Small Agriculture." Watersheds
in the U.S., U.S., U.S.D.A. Agricultural Research Service, ,Tune
1957.
4) Selected 3tumff gents for Small A92icul.tural Watershmds in the
United States, U.S.D.A., Agricultural Research Service, J'a3•tuary
1960.
5) Annual llaxin m Flows frcan Small figricUtural Watersheds ire the
United States, U.S.D.A., Agricultural. Research Service, Jane 1958
Miscellaneous
1) Storm Water Mahar ent - A C prehe ive Study U th° NY^zct:^^ .'nmv^h
and Seneca Creek Watershed, Cornell, Howland, Hayes, and ; j F.I rr y j' s e^1+'! ,
Clair A. Hill & Associates, April, 1975
2) Usergcuznents and User Acceptance of Current and N^r± ^^?,.>>,,^?
Satellite Mission and Sense. 	 l em nt, oriented Toward Uji 
taring of Water Resources; EMsystems Int-:ernatinna? , Inc.,
Castruccio, Loats, Fowler and robinson, t1AS5-20ac- 7,
713
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1. The hE21icatlon of mote Sensing to the	 and
i
Flommil.ation of Mqmogic Planning Ybdels, P.A. Castrucci( -
t H.L. bats, 'T. R. Fbwler, S.L. Frech, contract W,4--30539,  Jantta y, 1975.
j
2. H.N.4	 1 a^D.^s'74, ^l*3^ i''l^C^. if Watershed 1^c^y,{ I .^	 iU ^. ET ►
G.J. St%ltner, W.H. Henson, N.C. Lopez, U.S.D.A., July 1374. r;
3. "Time of Concentration for Overland Flow," W. S. Ff---xby,
cavil Engineering, March 1959, p. 60. ►
4. National RUineerRE Handbook, Soil Conservation Service,
Section 4.
` 5. AA Variable^e  Overland Flow Model # Doctoral Dissertation,
' D.E. Overton, DeparUnnt of ff ;9l Engineering, tlalw °city of
M
	 Iamd, 1972.
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